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                                                          Abstract 
This thesis provides analytical and forensic tools for data cabling, with particular focus on 
Ethernet cabling to assist designers and those involved in deployments in analyzing cable 
performance and the reasons behind the actual performance obtained.   
The need for higher bandwidth to accommodate increasing demand for multimedia services and 
data centers network infrastructure led to the formation of IEEE P802.3bq to create standards for 
40GBASE-T over twisted pair cables.  The 40GBASE-T is expected to offer bandwidth of up to 
2000MHz over a maximum channel length of 30m.  The research investigated means of 
predicting key performance parameters in Ethernet cabling standardization using the 40GBASE-
T as an example.  The performance parameters prediction method provided is equally applicable 
to ongoing and future high data rate Ethernet cabling standardization such as the 2.5/5GBASE-T 
and 50/100GBASE-T.  
  
Another problem in the Ethernet networking world is the availability of counterfeit and non-
standards compliant twisted pair cables in the market. The significant amount of communications 
cables in the market containing copper clad aluminum cable or other non-standards compliant 
conductors disguised as Category 6 cables can pose serious problems to companies’ networks, 
the contractors or the installers.  This is in view of the growing demand for internet of things 
(IOT) services that makes it imperative to have a reliable Ethernet driven communication 
network to support the required infrastructure.  This thesis therefore, provides techniques that 
can be used to evaluate cables key performance parameters using the Feature Selective 
Validation method and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. The technique can help engineers 









The research provided a technique that can be used to reverse engineer impedance profile from 
the return loss measurement of Ethernet cables using genetic algorithms.  The method can be 
applied in situations where time domain tests are inaccessible or only simple (magnitude) tests in 
the frequency domain are available and there is the need for impedance profiles of cables to 
evaluate their performance or physical integrity before or after installation.  The method can also 
be useful where only simple (magnitude) tests are the only historical data available for the cables 
and facilities for time domain reflectometry measurements are inaccessible.   
 
This research also presented a method of evaluating and predicting NEXT in unshielded twisted 
pair (UTP) using Category 6 cables as an example.  The results obtained from the evaluation 
were used to provide crosstalk parameters for fast NEXT prediction in Category 6 (UTP) cables.  
The research used the measured NEXT of three Category 6 (UTP) cables from different 
manufacturers for evaluation and validation.  The evaluation and modeling method can thus be 
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 Introduction Chapter 1
This chapter offers an overview of the research background and statement of problem, aims and 
objectives, contributions to knowledge and thesis organization. 
1.1 Background and Statement of Problem  
Ethernet is a family of networking technologies that was originally developed for wired Local 
Area Network (LAN) [1], [2].  Ethernet is now the most widely used networking technology, due 
largely to factors such as low cost, reliability, scalability and the availability of management 
tools [3], [4]. 
  
The first Ethernet standard developed in 1985 described a system that operated at 10Mb/s and 
specifies a half-duplex carrier with a Medium Access Control over coaxial cable [5].  This was 
followed by an amendment that provided specifications for fiber optic and twisted pair cabling 
[5].  The standardization of Ethernet technology for twisted pair cabling led to a tremendous 
expansion in the use of Ethernet due to the possibility of structured cabling in buildings that is of 
low-cost and high reliability [3].  
 
The successes recorded in the use of twisted pair Ethernet brought about an increase in the 
number of users and demand for bandwidth. The increasing demand for speed led to 
specifications developed for fast Ethernet at 100Mb/s in 1995. Since then, successive 








The need for higher bandwidth to accommodate increasing demand for multimedia services led 
to IEEE P802.3bq task force formation [6].  The IEEE P802.3bq task force with standards bodies 
like the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) are creating standards and specifications for 40 Gb/s 
(40GBASE-T) Category 8 cable.  This is the next generation copper twisted pair cabling over 
Ethernet [6].  The 40GBASE-T Ethernet is expected to offer bandwidth up to 2000MHz over 
twisted pair at a maximum channel length of 30m with two connectors [7].  
 
The research in this thesis intends to investigate means of predicting key channel performance 
parameters such as return loss and insertion loss in high data rate Ethernet cabling 
standardization using the 40GBASE-T as an example.  Insertion loss is the loss of signal power 
from the transmitting to the receiving ends of a cable which can be caused by factors such as the 
connectors and physical length of the cable used [8].  On the other hand, return loss is the loss of 
signal power caused by impedance variations in the structure of a cable or parts associated with it 
that makes it to reflect back to the source [9].  The research will use the 40GBASE-T as an 
example to provide guided performance parameter predictions for the proposed channel 
configurations using the scattering parameters.  The prediction method to be presented is equally 
applicable to ongoing and future high data rate Ethernet cabling standardization such as the 
2.5/5GBASE-T and 50/100GBASE-T.  
 
The growing demand for internet of things (IOT) services also makes it imperative to have a 
reliable Ethernet driven communication network to support the required infrastructure.  This is 








infrastructure through the use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) to meet the 
objectives of smart cities development [10] [11].  Therefore, the availability of counterfeit and 
non-standards compliant twisted pair cables in the market to support the existing Ethernet 
technologies is also of serious concern to the networking world [12] [13].  This is due to a 
significant amount of communications cables containing copper clad aluminum cable or other 
non-standards compliant conductors disguised as category 5e or 6 cables [12], [14], [15]. 
 
The use of non-compliant cables can pose serious problems to company networks, the 
contractors or the installers.  For example, the contractors or installers can be charged with 
criminal liabilities which can be in form of fines, replacement costs and imprisonment [16], [12].  
Methods that can be used to identify these sub-standard products are therefore needed [12].  The 
method to be adopted in this research will be to evaluate the resilience or otherwise of cables to 
‘handling’ stress which is the basic process they can be subjected during installation or reuse.  
The research presented in this thesis will assess Ethernet cables resilience or otherwise through 
key performance measurements using the Feature Selective Validation (FSV) method [17] and 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [18]. 
 
Another problem is to evaluate the impedance profiles or physical integrity of Ethernet cables as 
a performance indicator before deployment.  In the aforementioned situation, where only simple 
(magnitude) tests are available and time domain tests are inaccessible: as might be the case when 
historical data only is available or where facilities are not available for reflectometry 
measurement, a technique to reverse engineer the impedance profile from available S-parameters 








impedance profiles of UTP cables from measured return loss data using genetic algorithms (GA).  
The genetic algorithm (GA) was selected due to its robustness, ability to manipulate genetic 
operators in order to mix good features from different solutions to get the best solutions and the 
use of a population of solutions rather than single solution for searching [19], [20]. 
 
Crosstalk, the unwanted signal interference between two wires in the same bundle caused by 
electrical energy has been found to be one of the major sources of signal degradation in 
communication systems [21] [22].  The need for a method of predicting crosstalk in twisted pair 
cables led to the formulation of the standard simple NEXT and FEXT models [23].  However, 
the inability of the standard simple crosstalk models to predict the peaks and dips often found in 
measurements led to the derivation of the advanced far-end crosstalk (FEXT) model presented in 
[22].  This research will therefore evaluate and predict NEXT adapting the “advanced” FEXT 
model approach presented in [21], [22].  The results of the evaluation will be used to provide 
improved crosstalk parameters for NEXT simulation and prediction in UTP using Category 6 
cables as an example.  The research will use the measured NEXT of three Category 6 UTP 
cables from different manufacturers for evaluation and validation.  The evaluation and modeling 
method can thus be useful to engineers investigating NEXT in the design of data communication 
systems. 
 
1.2 Aims  
This thesis intends to provide a set of analytical and forensic tools for data cabling, with a 








analyzing cable performance and the reasons behind the actual performance obtained.  This is 
achieved with the following aims: 
1. Provide evaluation and modeling method that can help cable engineers investigating 
crosstalk in the design of data communication systems. 
 
2. Provide cable measurement assessment techniques that can help cable professionals, 
contractors, installers etc. in the objective selection of cables using the Feature Selective 
Validation (FSV) method and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. 
 
3. Reverse engineer impedance profiles from S-parameters measurements using an 
optimization technique.  The reverse engineering of impedance profiles from S-parameter 
measurements will find use in situations where only simple (magnitude) tests are 
available and time domain tests are inaccessible or where facilities are not available for 
time domain reflectometry measurements. 
  
1.3 Objectives  
The aims of the research will be achieved through the following objectives: 
1. An assessment of key performance measurements such as return loss and impedance 
profile of UTP cables using the FSV method and the KS test.  The resilience or otherwise 
of four Category 6 UTP cables from different manufacturers will be evaluated by 








copper clad aluminum (CCA) cable, widely recognized as being a poor technical 
solution.  These tests will show how the assessment method presented in this thesis can 
help cable engineers make objective decisions in the selection of cables.   
 
2. Crosstalk evaluation and modeling of unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cables using the 
Category 6 cables as an example.  This is to investigate and provide crosstalk parameters 
that can help in fast crosstalk prediction in Category 6 UTP cables using the advanced 
NEXT model.  In this research, the NEXT measurements of three Category 6 UTP cables 
from different manufacturers will be evaluated using the standard simple and advanced 
models.  The NEXT evaluation and modeling method to be presented in this thesis will 
serve as a useful tool to cable engineers investigating NEXT in data communication 
systems.  
 
3. Reverse engineer Ethernet cables impedance profile from S-parameters measurements 
using the return loss data of four Category 6 UTP cables as an example.  The technique 
involves the use of cascaded scattering S-parameters and simple GA to optimize model 
parameters and extract the impedance profile.  This technique of reverse engineering of 
impedance profile from S-parameters measurements will find application where only 
simple (magnitude) tests are available and time domain tests are inaccessible or where 
‘legacy’ frequency domain data is the only thing available as reference results and no 









4. Guided simulation to predict the return loss of Ethernet channel configurations based on 
specifications using impedance variations.  The 40GBASE-T will be used as a sample to 
predict the return loss using specified impedance variations.  The guided simulation 
method is equally applicable to ongoing and future high data cabling and standardization 
such as 2.5/5 GBASE-T and 50/100GBASE- T. 
 
1.4 Contributions to Knowledge 
1. This thesis provides a technique that can be used to evaluate key performance 
measurements before deployment using the FSV method and KS test that does not rely 
heavily on human subjective judgement and enables objective decisions in the choice of 
cables.  The method can also help monitor changes in key performance parameters and 
overcome the difficulties of doing this by eye.  The presented assessment method can 
thus help cable engineers/installers minimize the risk of fines, replacement costs and 
imprisonment, associated with using counterfeit and non-standards compliant Ethernet 
cables. 
 
2. It presents a method of evaluating and modeling NEXT in UTP cables using the Category 
6 cables as an example.  The results of the evaluation was used to provide crosstalk 
parameters that can help in fast NEXT prediction in Category 6 UTP cables using the 
advanced NEXT model.  The evaluation and modeling method can be used by cable 








3. A technique that can be used to reverse engineer impedance profiles of Ethernet cables 
from return loss measurements using genetic algorithms.  This method is very important 
where time domain tests are inaccessible and only simple (magnitude) tests in the 
frequency domain is available: as might be the case when historical data only is available 
or where facilities are not available for reflectometry measurements.  The method can 
thus be used in the aforementioned situations when there is the need to evaluate the 
impedance profiles or physical integrity of Ethernet cables as a performance indicator 
before deployment. 
 
4. Provided guided simulation technique that can be used to predict channel performance 
parameters such as return loss based on specifications in Ethernet cabling standardization 
research.  The method can be used to predict the return loss of Ethernet channels 
configurations using specified impedance variations.  The presented guided simulation 
method using the 40GBASE-T as an example will find use in ongoing and future  high 
data cabling and standardization such as 2.5/5 GBASE-T and 50/100GBASE-T. 
 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
Chapter one is the introduction to the research that contains the background and problem 
statement, the aims and objectives, contributions to knowledge and the thesis organization. 
Chapter two is the literature review which provides theoretical background required for the 
research on scattering parameters, performance parameters prediction in Ethernet channels under 








Chapter three is the methodology that provides the method used in obtaining the measurements 
used for the research. 
Chapter four is the cable measurements assessment using the FSV method and KS test. 
Chapter five deals with crosstalk evaluation and modeling. 
Chapter six is the reverse engineering of Ethernet cables impedance profiles from measurements. 
Chapter seven presents a method of predicting key channel performance parameters that are 
applicable to ongoing and future high data rate Ethernet cabling standardization research. 
Chapter eight presents the conclusions and future work that contains the research summary, 
conclusion and future work. 





















 Literature Review Chapter 2
This chapter offers a theoretical background into scattering performance parameters prediction in 
Ethernet channels under standardization, optimization and reverse engineering, validation tools 
and crosstalk. 
 
2.1 Scattering Parameters  
This section gives a theoretical background on scattering (S) parameters, transfer (T) parameters 
and transmission line modeling.  This section deals with the relationship between these 
parameters and how they can be used for transmission line modeling. 
 
2.1.1 Scattering (S) Parameters 
Scattering (S) parameters matrices are used to compose models for performing accurate signal-
integrity and power integrity simulations [24], [25], [26].  The Scattering parameters (S-
parameters) for a two port network is the most commonly used in practical applications and 
serves as the basic building block for generating the high order matrices of larger networks [27], 
[28].  The simplified diagram of a two port network showing the S-parameter matrix with the 
incident and reflected waves is shown in Figure 2.1.  The S-parameters are the reflection and 









       Figure 2.1  Simplified diagram of a two port network showing the scattering parameter matrix 
 
The S-parameter matrix of a two port network which relates the amplitudes of the incident 
voltage waves (𝑎1, 𝑎2) to the amplitudes of the reflected voltage waves (b1, b2) can therefore be 










]                                                                                                                  (1) 
Equation (1) can be expanded as in [28], [30] to give:  
b1 = S11a1 + S12a2                                                                                                                      (2) 
b2 = S21a1 + S22a2                                                                                                                      (3) 
a1 and a2  are the incident signal 
b1 and b2 are the reflected signal 
S11 is the input port voltage reflection coefficient  
S12 is the reverse voltage gain 
S21 is the forward voltage gain 
S22 is the output port voltage reflection coefficient 
This sub-section has provided the theory of two port S-parameters used in most practical 
applications.  The next section deals with the T-Parameters used for cascading two port networks 








2.1.2 Scattering Transfer (T) Parameters 
The scattering transfer or transmission (T) parameters are often used in the cascading of two port 
networks as they allow the convenient representations of networks been cascaded [29], [31].  The 
T-parameter matrix of a two port network which relates the amplitudes of the waves (a1, b1) of 
the input port to the amplitudes of the waves (a2, b2) of the output port can therefore be defined 










]                                                                                                                   (4) 
Equation (4) can be expanded as in [28] to give:  
a1 = T11b2 + T12a2                                                                                                                      (5) 
b1 = T21b2 + T22a2                                                                                                                      (6) 
 
2.1.3 Relationship between Scattering (S) and Scattering Transfer (T) Parameters       
The relationship between S-parameters and T-parameters are used for the conversion of S-
parameters to T-parameters and vice versa when cascading two port networks [31].  The S-
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Insertion loss =  −20log10|S21|dB                                                                                             (11) 
Return loss (RL) =  |20. |S11||dB                                                                                                (12)  
 
This sub-section has provided the relationship between the S-parameters and the T-parameters.  
It also deals with how S-parameters can be converted to T-parameters and vice versa when used 
in the transmission line modeling presented in the next section. 
 
2.1.4 Transmission Line Modeling 
Scattering (S) parameters can be defined in terms of the transmission line wave propagation 
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]                                                                          (13) 
where, Zck  and Zr are the impedance of the cable and reference impedance of the measurement 
equipment respectively in ohms, 𝑙  is the length of the cable  in meters and 𝛾𝑘 is the propagation 
constant. 
Ks = 2ZckZrcosh (𝛾𝑘l) + (Zck
2 + Zr
2)sinh (𝛾𝑘𝑙)                                                                   (14)    
   Zck = Za [1 + 0.055
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]        (ohms)                                                                                    (15) 















       (m/sec)                                                                                                 (16)     
fk  is the frequency at various points i.e. 1Hz, 2Hz, 3Hz etc. 
  The phase constant(βk) is given in [35] as:                                                                   




     (Radian/m)                                                                                                      (17)          
If  Atk is the specified attenuation limit for a 100m length of cable, then the attenuation constant 




        (Neper/m)                                                                                            (18)                                                                                                                                 
In summary, the propagation constant (γk) can be expressed as:      
  γk=αk+βk                                                                                                                                   (19)   
The transmission line modeling method presented in this section will be applied in the 
performance parameters prediction in Ethernet channels under standardization. 
2.1.5 Reverse Engineering of Cable Measurements 
The method used in this thesis for reverse engineering the transmission line impedance profile 
from measurements is the cascade connection of multiple transmission line structures.  The S-









Figure 2.2  Diagram of a single transmission line section 
 
 
The S-parameters (SL) of an ideal transmission line model of Figure 2.2 is given in equations 
(20) and (21) as presented in [36], [37] 
SL = (
SL11   SL12
SL21   SL22
)                                                                                                                          (20) 
S11 is the input reflection coefficient of the ideal transmission line 
S12 is the reverse transmission coefficient of the ideal transmission line 
S21 is the forward transmission coefficient of the ideal transmission line 
S22 is the output reflection coefficient of the ideal transmission line 
SL= (
𝜌(1−z−2)       (1−𝜌2)z−1




                                                                                              (21) 
where, the reflection coefficient 𝜌 =
Zc−Zo
Zc+Zo
 , Zc is the impedance of the cable in ohms, Zo is the 
reference impedance . 
z = ej2πfT, where, f is the frequency in Hz, T is the propagation time in seconds. The S-








S = (S11   S12
S21  S22
)                                                                                                                               (22) 
The S-parameters for the ideal transmission line section given by equation (20) is used to de-
embed the small section from the measured two-port system S-parameters as in [36], [37] to 




. ( S11−SL11                       SL21S12
SL12S21        SL22|S|−S22|SL|
)                                                                               (23)    
where, |S|  is the determinant of the matrix in equation (22) and |SL|  is the determinant of  the 
matrix in equation (20). 
The aim of this research is to extract the impedance which is the primary parameter profile from 
the return loss measurements of the cables, therefore, the return loss (S11) from equation (23) as 




                                                                                                  (24) 
Substituting the SL parameters of equation (21) into equation (24), a new 𝑆11 for a single 





                                                                                                  (25) 
The S11new in equation (25) is the new S-parameter model for a single transmission line using 
return loss measurement. 
This section has provided the transmission line theory necessary for impedance profiles 










2.1.6 Physical Primary (RLGC) Parameters of a Transmission Line  
This section presents the physical primary parameters of a transmission line: resistance, 
inductance, conductance and capacitance (RLGC).  The effects of handling stress on the R, L, G, 
C parameters will be evaluated by incorporating the impedance profile measurements due to 
handling tests as well as cable properties into their computation.  The method can help in 
evaluating the physical integrity of the cables.  The schematic diagram of a twisted pair showing 
the distance between the centers (D) and the diameter (d) is presented in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3  Schematic diagram of a twisted pair showing cable dimensions 
 
 
The general expression for complex propagation constant (γ) is given in [38] as: 
γ = √(R + jωL)(G + jωC)                                                                                                         (26) 
where R ,L,G and C  are the primary parameters per unit length of a single pair cable. 
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                                                                                   (F/m)                         (31) 
where, D is the distance between the centers of the conductors, d is the diameter of each 
conductor, 𝜇𝑐 is the permeability of the conductor, 𝜎𝑐 is the conductivity of the conductor, f is 
the frequency in Hz, σ is the conductivity of the insulating or dielectric material, ε is the effective 
permittivity of the insulating or dielectric material and 𝜇 is the permeability of the insulating or 
dielectric material. 
The approximation for the attenuation constant (α) which is the real part of the propagation 










 )                                                                                                                  (32) 
Similarly, the approximation for the phase constant (β) which is the imaginary part of the 
propagation constant (γ) is given in [38] as:  
β = ω√LC                                                                                                                                   (33) 










 ) + 𝑗ω√LC                                                                                                  (34) 
The R, L, G and C parameters due to the effects of handling stress tests to be carried out can be 
computed by using the expressions given in [40], [41] as follows:  
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             (F/m)                                                                                                       (38) 
𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓  
𝑍𝑜 is the cable impedance measurements in ohms due to handling stress tests. 
This section has presented the theory behind the physical primary parameters of a transmission 
line that will be used in this thesis to evaluate the physical integrity of cables by incorporating 
the impedance profile measurements due to handling stress into the RLGC calculations as 
discussed above.  
 
2.2 Parameters Prediction in Ethernet Channels under Standardization 
The aim of this section is to investigate means of predicting channel performance parameters 
such as return loss and insertion loss in high data rate Ethernet cabling standardization research 
based on specifications.  In this thesis, the research considered the 40GBASE-T Ethernet cabling 
as a case study which is equally applicable to both ongoing and future high data rate Ethernet 
cabling such as the 2.5/5GBASE-T and 50/100GBASE-T in contribution to the body of 
knowledge. 
 
2.2.1 Channel Insertion Loss  
The 40GBASE-T category 8 cabling is expected to offer a bandwidth level of up to 2000MHz 
and the channel length is limited to 30m with the use of two connectors [7].   
The parameters considered for this research are given in [42], [43] as follows: 
Channel insertion loss(ILCH) = 2(IL1 + IL2) + IL3 + IL4                                                      (39) 








IL1 : Insertion loss due to connectors 
IL2 : Insertion loss due to patch cord 
IL3 : Insertion loss due to cable 
IL4 : Insertion loss due to channel deviation 
where,   
IL1 = 0.02 x √𝑓  (dB)  , 1 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 500 (MHz)
IL1 = 0.008 x √𝑓 + 0.00029 x 𝑓 + 0.5 x 10
−6 x 𝑓2 (dB) , 500 > 𝑓 ≤  2000 (MHz) 
          IL2 = 1.2 x IL3                              
  IL3 = 1.8 x √𝑓  + 0.005 x 𝑓 + (0.25 √𝑓⁄ )   (dB) , 1 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 2000 (MHz)       
IL4 = 0.0324 x √𝑓  (dB)  
⟩         (40)  
 
The performance parameters prediction in Ethernet channels under standardization using the 
40GBASE-T as an example as discussed in this section will be achieved with the use of the 
transmission line modeling method presented in section (2.1.4). 
 
2.3 Optimization  
This section discusses the concept of optimization used to reverse engineer the impedance profile 
of Ethernet cables from S-parameters measurements.  The optimization method was applied in 
this thesis to reverse engineer the impedance profile from return loss measurements of four 
Category 6 UTP cables.  The optimization process presented in thesis will find application where 
only simple (magnitude) tests are available and time domain tests are inaccessible: as might be 
the case when historical data only is available or where facilities are not available for 
reflectometry measurements.  The aforementioned situation occurs when there is the need for 
impedance profiles of cables to evaluate their performance or physical integrity before or after 









2.3.1 Optimization and Reverse Engineering 
Optimization is the act of obtaining the best solution under given circumstances [44]. 
Optimization based designs have found use in many disciplines like medicine [45], science [46] 
and engineering [47].  Optimization is now widely used in many engineering design and decision 
making processes in which the ultimate goal is to maximize the desired benefit or minimize the 
effort required [44], [48]. Optimization algorithms have become popular in multi-engineering 
design problems, mainly due to the availability of high speed computers [49].   
Reverse engineering on the other hand, is usually conducted to extract missing ideas, knowledge 
or design outlook when such information is unavailable [50]. The application of reverse 
engineering has increased tremendously in various fields due to advances in data analysis and 
data mining algorithms, coupled with an increase in the availability of cheap computing power 
[51]. 
 
Optimization algorithms have been used in various fields to reverse engineer raw data to obtain 
desired information [52], [53].  The optimization algorithm chosen for this research is the GA in 
spite of the availability of other algorithms such as simulated annealing (SA) and particle swarm 
optimization (PSO). The first reason why the GA was selected for the impedance profiles 
extraction is the ability to search through large potential solutions as it uses a population based 
selection, unlike the SA that deals with one individual at each iteration [19].  Another reason 
why the GA was selected over other optimization techniques is the ability to manipulate genetic 
operators to mix good features from different solutions to get the required results [19], [20].  The 
GA is also robust and has also been applied successfully in the optimization and extraction of 








This optimization process in this thesis intends to reverse engineer the impedance profile from 
return loss measurements using the GA. The GA and its working principle are explained in the 
next section.  
 
2.3.1.1 Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms are global stochastic search and optimization algorithms which imitate the 
process of natural selection and evolution [55].  The GA has been found to be able to search an 
entire problem space by starting with a number of potential solutions [56], handle a combination 
of different variables [57] and also extract the desired design parameters [54].  In this thesis, the 
focus is on using the GA to search the solution that optimizes the S-parameters model and extract 
the desired parameters (impedance profile) as applied in  [58], [59]. 
 
The GA starts by generating an initial set of possible solutions called populations.  These 
populations are evolved over a number of iterations to find better solutions depending on the 
objective function and fitness of the individual. The selected individuals are passed through a 
mixture of genetic operators (crossover and mutation) before the best individuals after this 
iteration are selected as solutions to the optimization process [54], [60].  The operations of the 
GA can be summarized as in the following steps [19], [60]:  
(1) Initialization: Generate an initial set of possible solutions (populations). 
(2) Fitness calculation: Evaluate the fitness of each possible solution in the population. 









(4) Crossover and mutation: Perform crossover and mutation operations to produce new 
generations (offspring) that combines the characteristics of their parents. 
(5) Replace the parents with the new generations. 
(6) Go back to step (2) and repeat the procedure until the criteria specified for termination is 
satisfied. 














The three genetic operators used by the GA to get to improve performance results in its operation 
are explained as follows: 
1. Selection: The selection (reproduction) process involves choosing two parents from the 
population for crossing [19].  The chromosomes are selected according to their fitness.  
Examples of common selection techniques used in the GA are the roulette wheel and 
tournament.  The roulette wheel is one of the most commonly used technique in 
proportionate selection technique i.e. the selection of individuals based upon their fitness 
values relative to the fitness of other individuals in the population [19], [61].  This means 
that the proportion of individual’s fitness to the fitness values of the whole population 
determines the probability of selection of the individual in the next generation [62].  The 
tournament is another popular selection technique where individuals are chosen at 
random from the entire population [62], [63].  The individual with the highest fitness 
value gets selected for the next stage of the GA [62].  
2. Crossover: The crossover process involves producing new individuals (offspring) from 
the present individuals (parents) according to a crossover probability [64].  An operation 
rate of between 0.6 to 1.0 is often used in most problems [61].  If the population is large 
say 100, a crossover rate of 0.6 is recommended, while for small population say 30, a 
crossover rate of 0.9 is suggested [61].  Common crossover techniques used in GA are 
one point, two point and uniform, [65], [66].  In the one point technique, the crossover 
point is selected randomly within a chromosome [65].  The two parents’ chromosomes 
are then interchanged to produce two new offspring [65].  For the two point technique, 
two points are selected randomly and the two parent genes are interchanged between 








recombination.  The gene in each offspring is created by copying it from the parent based 
on the chosen bit [67]. 
3. Mutation: Mutation is the process of making modifications to a selected individual 
according to a mutation probability [64].  It is given in [61] that for large population say 
100, a mutation rate of 0.001 is recommended, while for small population size say 30, a 
mutation rate of 0.01 is suggested. Common mutation methods that have been used in 
optimization problems are uniform and adaptive feasible [68], [69].  In the uniform 
crossover, the operator changes the value of the chosen gene with a uniform random 
value selected between the upper and lower bound by the user for that gene [19], [68].  
On the other hand, the adaptive feasible mutation randomly generates directions that are 
adaptive with respect to the last generation and the feasible region is bounded by 
constraints [70]. 
 
2.3.1.2 Objective and Fitness Functions  
The objective function is the main source that provides the mechanism for evaluating the status 
of each chromosome. It is the link between the GA and the system [61].  It can also be simply 
defined as the system or structure that provides all the design parameters that the GA needs to 
search for optimal solution.  The fitness function on the other hand, determines how well or good 
is an individual in the current population [56].  The objective function and the corresponding 
fitness influence the direction of search which makes the GA a useful tool for parameter 
extraction and optimization [55].  The fitness function determines the performance of individuals 








2.4 Validation Tools  
This section gives an overview of the validation tools used in this thesis report for data 
comparison or to evaluate the accuracy of predictions.  The validation tools considered are the 
Feature Selective Validation (FSV), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and the Mean Absolute 
Prediction Error (MAPE). 
2.4.1 Feature Selective Validation  
The FSV was selected for this research to enable the automatic and effective comparison of the 
data sets from cable measurements and simulations.  This is due to the fact that the FSV has been 
proven to be a robust and helpful technique to quantify visually complex measurement sets, such 
as those from numerical models, experimental repeatability studies and computational 
electromagnetics [71], [72].  The FSV can automatically compare and quantify data of any nature 
by removing the human element of subjectivity and produce objective results needed for a 
consistent validation in a comprehensible form [71], [73].  The aforementioned characteristic of 
the FSV have made it the commonly used method for validating and quantifying data [74].  
FSV has three indicators that can be used by the user in the analysis of the comparison data.  The 
first is the amplitude difference measure (ADM) which deals with the differences in amplitudes 
of the data.  The second one is the frequency difference measure (FDM) which is measure of the 
differences in the features of the data compared [71].  The third one is a combination of the 
ADM and FDM called the global difference measure (GDM) which is a measure of the overall 
quality of the comparison between the data sets compared [71], [74]. 



















α = (|Lo1(n)| − |Lo2(n)|)       
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∑ ((|DC1(i)| + |DC2(i)|))
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i=1               
n is the nth data point, N is the total number of data points, DC1 and DC2 are the inverse Fourier 
transform of the first four data points within the transformed data set for data sets 1 and 2 
respectively.  
The mean value of the ADM(n) that gives a single figure measure of ‘goodness-of-fit’ is given in 




                                                                                                                (42) 
Similarly, the FDM is obtained from equation (42) as given in [17]: 

























                                                                                         (46) 
where,Hi1 and Hi2 are the high-pass filter components of the data.  The single primes (') are the 








The single figure measure of ‘goodness-of-fit’ for FDM is calculated the same way as in 
equation (42). 
The GDM is obtained as given in equation (46) as: 
𝐺𝐷𝑀(𝑓) = √𝐴𝐷𝑀(𝑓)2 + 𝐹𝐷𝑀(𝑓)2                                                                                         (47) 
Similarly, the GDM as a single figure ‘goodness-of-fit’ is found the same way as in equation 
(42). 
The point-by-point comparison of the data set can be represented graphically as (ADMi, FDMi 
and GDMi), and can also be used to create confidence histograms [74].  These histograms are 
classified into six quality descriptors: excellent, very good, good, fair, poor and very poor [71]. 
The average point-by-point comparison of the data sets for evaluating the quality of the results as 
a single number can be represented as ADMtot, FDMtot and GDMtot [74]. 








Table 2.1 FSV quantitative and qualitative Scale 
 
FSV  Quantitative Value  
DM=Difference Measure 
FSV  Qualitative Interpretation 
 
DM < 0.1 Excellent 
0.1≥ DM ≤ 0.2 Very good 
0.2 ≥ DM ≤ 0.4 Good 
0.4 ≥ DM ≤ 0.8 Fair 
0.8 ≥ DM ≤ 1.6 Poor  




2.4.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) Test 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [18], [76] is non-parametric test that aims to determine if 
two data sets differ significantly or not.   It is a robust test method that has advantage of making 
no assumption about the distribution of data and is not affected by scale changes [77].   The KS 
test has been applied in many areas [78], [79], [80] to analyze and compare data.  This thesis 
used the two sample KS test that evaluates the difference between the two cumulative 
distribution functions (CDFs) of the two data set over the range of “𝑥” in each data set [18], [81]. 
The KS test uses the P and the test statistic D values to determine whether to reject or accept the 
null hypothesis.  The null hypothesis means the two data set are from the same distribution, 
while the alternative hypothesis is that they are from different distributions [77], [82].    
The test statistic D which is the maximum vertical deviation between the two curves of the CDFs 
of the two data set is given in [77] as: 
Dstat = max(|CDF1(x) − CDF2(x)|)                                                                                         (48) 








CDF2(x)  is the proportion of values less than or equal to x in the second data set.   The critical 
value of test statistic D for different significance level can be computed as given in [77], [82] as: 
Dcrit = k. √
N1+ N2
N1. N2
                                                                                                                       (49) 
Where, N1 and  N2  is the length of the data sets being compared and value of k can be obtained 
from [77], [82].  For a confidence level of 95% i.e. significance level (α) of 0.05, the value of k 
is 1.36.  The P values from the KS test also determine if the two data sets differ significantly.   
The conditions for rejecting or accepting the null hypothesis are [77], [82]. 
If the test statistic (Dtest) is greater than the critical value (Dcrit) when P is less than the 
significance level (α): null hypothesis is rejected (significant difference between distributions), 
If the test statistic (Dtest) is less than the critical value (Dcrit) when P is greater than the 
significance level (α): null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted (no significant difference 
between distributions).  The P value is the main deciding factor in the determination of whether 
to reject or accept the null hypothesis. 
 
2.4.3 Mean Absolute Prediction Error (MAPE) 
The Mean Absolute Prediction Error (MAPE) is used to evaluate the accuracy of the predictions 
in comparison with experimental data or measurements. It gives the output of the comparison 
between predictions and measurements as an average percentage error. The MAPE as presented 















where, 𝑦𝑎 are the measured or actual data,𝑦𝑝 are the  predicted data and  n  is  the  number of 
data points considered.  
 
2.5 Crosstalk 
This section discusses the standard simple and advanced near-end (NEXT) and far-ends (FEXT) 
crosstalk used in communication systems evaluation and design.  Crosstalk is the unwanted 
signal interference between two wires in the same bundle caused by electrical energy.  Crosstalk 
is one of the major sources of signal degradation in communication systems [84]. Near-end 
crosstalk is the unwanted signal coupling from the near end of the sending pair to the near end of 
a receiving pair, while far-end crosstalk is the unwanted signal coupling from the transmitter at 
the near end into a pair at the far end [85], [86].  The schematic diagram of the near-end and far-
end crosstalk is presented in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5  Schematic diagram of near end and far end crosstalk 
 
The standard simple FEXT and NEXT models were formulated based on series of measurements 
for twisted pairs in cable bundles by the Full Service Access Network (FSAN) and American 








been found not to be too accurate as it could not predict the peaks and dips often found in most 
crosstalk measurements [21], [22].  The desire to have a better FEXT prediction model than the 
simple FEXT model led to the evolution of an advanced FEXT model presented in [22].  The 
advanced FEXT model provided in [22] combined the standard simple FEXT model with some 
other parameters to get a better prediction model that can imitate the peaks and dips often found 
in FEXT measurements. Another factor militating against fast crosstalk modeling is that 
crosstalk constants have been found to be unique (different) for all pair combinations and 
therefore needs to be decided individually [22], [88].  This research will therefore evaluate and 
model NEXT using the advanced FEXT method presented in [22] with the aim of determining 
crosstalk constants for fast NEXT simulation and prediction in UTP cables using Category 6 
cables as an example.   
 
2.5.1 Standard Simple Far-end Crosstalk (FEXT) Model 
The standard FEXT model is given in [89], [90] as: 
|HFEXT(𝑓)|
2 = KFEXT𝑓
2𝑙 |H(𝑓, 𝑙)|2                                                                                           (51) 
The FEXT in dB  can be expressed as: 
FEXT(dB) = −10log10|HFEXT(𝑓)|
2                                                                                          (52) 
where, |HFEXT(𝑓)|
2 is the power transmission function of FEXT between two pairs, |H(𝑓, 𝑙)| is 
the power transmission function of the channel, l is the twisted pair cable length in meters, 𝑓 is 
the  frequency in hertz (Hz) and KFEXT is the FEXT crosstalk parameter that determines the 









2.5.2 Standard Simple Near-end Crosstalk (NEXT) Model 




2⁄                                                                                                          (53) 
The NEXT in dB [89] can be expressed as: 
NEXT(dB) = −10log10|HNEXT(f)|
2                                                                                          (54) 
where, |HNEXT(𝑓)|
2 is the transmission function of NEXT between two pair, 𝑓 is the  frequency 
in hertz Hz and KNEXT is the NEXT crosstalk parameter that determines the prediction limit of 
the NEXT. 
 
2.5.3 Advanced Far-end Crosstalk (FEXT) Model  
The advanced FEXT model is given in [21], [22] as: 
|HFEXT(𝑓)|
2 = |KFEXT𝑓






)                                              (55)                                              
where, |HFEXT(𝑓, 𝑙)|
2 is the FEXT power transfer function between the combination of given 
pairs, l is the twisted pair cable length in meters and 𝑓 is the  frequency in hertz (Hz), KNORM is 
the scaling constant derived from symmetrical pairs resistivity, twisting ratio and diameters. 






) is made in 
such a way that one of them is positive and the other negative so as to maintain the mean value 
of both cosines nearly zero. 
The wavelength is given as 𝜆 =
c
𝑓.√εr
                (m)                                                                    (56) 
where, f  is the frequency in Hz, c is the velocity of light in vacuum and 𝜀𝑟 is the  relative 
permittivity of the cable insulation material. 









2                                                                                          (57) 
 
 2.5.4 Advanced Near-end Crosstalk (NEXT) Model  
The method used for the advanced NEXT modeling involves the application of the approach 
presented in [22] for the advanced FEXT given in equation (55).  An examination of the 
advanced FEXT model in equation (55) indicates that it comprises the standard simple FEXT 






) and KNORM.  The research therefore 







) and KNORM with the standard simple NEXT model in equation (53). 










)                                                              (58) 
The NEXT in dB [89] can be expressed as: 
NEXT(dB) = −10log10|HNEXT(𝑓)|
2                                                                                         (59) 
The calculation of the average crosstalk constant of each pair of cable (KNEXT) is obtained in [91] 






                                                                                                     (60) 
where , ANEXT(𝑓) is the measured crosstalk attenuation and f is the frequency in Hz. 
 
2.5.5 Critical Review of the Crosstalk Models and the Need for Improvements  
As already mentioned in section (2.5), the standard simple FEXT and NEXT models were 








bundles by FSAN and ANSI [23], [87].  The standard simple FEXT model after evaluation was 
found not to be too accurate as it could not predict the peaks and dips often found in most 
measurements [21], [22]. This situation led to the derivation of the advanced FEXT model that 
combined the standard simple FEXT model with other parameters to obtain a better prediction 
for UTP cables [22].  The aforementioned scenario necessitated the research on the evaluation of 
the standard simple NEXT model and the need to adopt the approach in [22] to model NEXT 
presented in this thesis. The research combined the standard simple NEXT model with other 





















 Methodology                                                                                                     Chapter 3
This chapter presents the measurements methodology used for the research. It contains the 
measurements setup used for obtaining the cable parameters to be used for the research analysis. 
 
3.1 Device and Measurement Setup 
DSX-5000 CableAnalyzer [92], [93] can be used for testing and certification of twisted pair 
cabling such as Category 5e, Category 6, Category 6A cables or Class FA.  The analyzer consists 
of two modes known as the “main” and “remote” with openings for connections to the standard 
link interface adapters [94].  The cable to be examined is connected through patch cord plugs to 
these link adapters and then to the main and the remote for measurements.  The cables were 
tested according to the International Standard ISO/IEC 11801 Class E, T568B pin connection 
which allows performance of up to 250MHz.  The T568 pin connection method was used for the 
registered jack (RJ45) connection of twisted pair cables before insertion into the patch cords 
plugs. The DSX 5000 cable tester takes the measurements of the four pairs at the same time.   
The parameters that can be measured with this tester include insertion loss (attenuation), NEXT, 
return loss, power sum NEXT (PS-NEXT), HDTDR (High Definition Time Domain 
Reflectometry) impedance profile across the cable length [94].  The diagram of the cable 
analyzer measurement setup is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 









A1: Main mode link interface adapter and patch cord plug 
A2: Remote mode link interface adapter and patch cord plug 
B: Twisted pair cable under test 




Figure 3.2  The photo of the cable analyzer system used for measurements 
 
3.2 Cables Selected, Pair Numbers, Color Codes and Pin Assignment  
Four Category 6 UTP cables from different manufacturers were selected for this research to 
investigate methods that can be used by cable professionals in making objective decisions in the 








containing copper clad aluminum cable or other nonstandard compliant conductors disguised as 
category 6 cables [12].  The cables were labelled: cable 1, CCA cable 2 (copper clad aluminum), 
cable 3 and cable 4.  The UTP cables properties and dimensions are: 
A. Cable 1 
Conductor material: Copper 
Insulating material: Polyethylene 
Distance between the centers of the conductors (D): 0.99 mm 
Diameter of the conductors (d):0.57 mm 
B. CCA Cable 2 
Conductor material: Aluminum 
Cladding material: Copper  
Insulating material: Polyethylene 
Distance between the centers of the conductors (D):1.03 mm 
Diameter of the conductors (d): 0.57 mm 
C. Cable 3 
Conductor material: Copper 
Insulating material: Polyethylene 
Distance between the centers of the conductors (D): 0.96 mm 
Diameter of the conductors (d):0.54 mm 
D. Cable 4 
Conductor material: Copper 
Insulating material: Polyethylene 








Diameter of the conductors (d):0.57 mm 
The pair numbers, color codes and pin assignment were based on the T568B pin connection used 
in the cable analyzer.  The T568B pin number connection and wire color for the four pair UTP 
cables are given in [94], [95] and shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Pin number and wire color of the four pair UTP cable 
 











For easy identification and reference purposes in subsequent sections, the pin number, wire color 









Table 3.2 Pin number, wire color and reference pair color for the four pair UTP cable 
 
Pin Number Wire Color Reference Pair Color 
1,2 White/orange and orange Orange 
3,6 White/green and green Green 
4,5 Blue and white/blue Blue 




3.3 Measurements due to Handling Stress on Cables  
The aim of this research is to provide an assessment method that can be used by cable engineers 
in the choice of cables.  The method adopted in this research will be to evaluate cables resilience 
or otherwise to handling stress which is the basic process they can be subjected during 
installation or reuse. Typically, one re-coiling event would happen in many cases during 
installation, but the cable could be re-coiled up to three times especially when reused [95], [96]. 
The cables will therefore be subjected to three rounds of coiling-uncoiling operations to mimic 
handling stress during installation or reuse operations.  To present this method of assessment and 
objective selection of cables, four 30m Category 6 UTP cables from different manufacturers 
were randomly selected.  One of them is a CCA cable, widely perceived as a poor technical 
solution [12], [15].  The 30m length selected for measurements is due to the maximum length 
specification for the next generation of cables [7]. The cables are tagged cable 1, CCA cable 2 
(copper clad aluminum), cable 3 and cable 4 for easy identification.  The cables were coiled to 
about 30cm diameter which is about the maximum expected in most coiling situations during 








Measurement A: UTP cables used to form coils of about 30cm diameter and then stretched out 
before measurement  
Measurement B: UTP cables used for measurements A, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement  
Measurement C: UTP cables used for measurements B, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement 
 
3.4 Impedance Profile Measurements  
The impedance profile measurements of the 30m, Category 6 UTP cables were carried out using 
the procedure explained in section (3.1).  However, in this case the DSX-5000 cable tester uses 
the High-Definition Time Domain Reflectometry (HDTDR) analyzer embedded in it to measure 
the impedance profile across the length.  The cables measurements methodology is as follows: 
Measurement A: UTP cables used to form coils of about 30cm diameter and then stretched out 
before measurement  
Measurement B: UTP cables used for measurements A, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement  
Measurement C: UTP cables used for measurements B, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement 
 
3.5 Measurements Data Processing  
The measurements data collected from the procedures presented in sections (3.1) to (3.4) was 
stored temporarily in the cable analyzer memory during measurements.  The measurements from 








collecting and storing them in the analyzer memory.  The test results in the memory of the 
analyzer was transferred to the laptop for extraction by connecting it through a Universal Serial 
Bus (USB) cable to the ‘main’ of the analyzer as shown in Figure 3.2.  To analyze the test 
results, the ‘LinkWare’ management software obtained from the Fluke Network site [92] was 























 Cables Measurements Assessment Chapter 4
This chapter provides a method of assessing cables measurements using the FSV method and KS 
tool.  The assessment methods presented can help engineers avoid subjective decisions and make 
objective judgement when selecting cables for network use either for clients or their 
organizations.  An example of where the assessment methods can be applied in decision making 
is the evaluation of cables resilience or otherwise to ‘handling’ stress which is the basic process 
they can be subjected during installation or reuse operations.  The cables were subjected to three 
rounds of coiling-uncoiling measurement tests.  However, this is an extreme case test as this does 
not mean that in every installation, the cables will be subjected to three rounds of coiling-
uncoiling operations as used in this research. The procedure involves evaluating key 
performance parameters measurements such as return loss and impedance profiles of four 
Category 6 UTP cables using the methods described in chapter three.  The four UTP cables were 
marked as cable 1, CCA cable 2, cable 3 and cable 4 with their material properties and 
dimensions given in section (3.2). 
 
4.1 Quantifying Variations in Experimental Repeatability  
The FSV is used in this section to quantify the variations in experimental repeatability by taking 
several measurements of return loss and NEXT from which two are selected at random from the 
repeated cable parameters measurements collected as discussed in section (3.1).  The two 
repeated measurements are known as measurement A and measurement B.  The method can be 








4.1.1 Quantifying Experimental Repeatability using Return Loss Measurement 
 The comparison of repeated measurements A and B return loss data obtained from the orange 
pair of cables 1 to 4 is presented in the plots of Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The FSV comparison of 
measurements A and B return loss data for cables 1 to 4 are shown in Figures 4.5 to 4.8.  The y-
axis on Figures 4.5 to 4.8 represents the FSV quality, while the x-axis represents the frequency 
of operation at which the measurements were taken. The results of the FSV return loss 
comparison for cables 1 to 4 is shown in Table 4.1.  An analysis of the FSV GDMtot 
experimental repeatability results in Table 4.1 shows that cable 1 is 0.0226, CCA cable 2 is 
0.0341, cable 3 is 0.0109 and cable 4 is 0.0169.  This shows that the similarity between 
measurements A and B for the four cables is excellent as they all fall below 0.1.  This indicates 









                 










Figure 4.1  Cable 1 return loss comparison 
 
 










Figure 4.3  Cable 3 return loss comparison 
 
 









                
Figure 4.5  Cable 1 return loss comparison using FSV 
 










Figure 4.7  Cable 3 return loss comparison using FSV 
 












Table 4.1  Summary of the FSV experimental repeatability results for return loss 
 
 ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.0106 0.0178 0.0226 
CCA CABLE 2 0.0198 0.0240 0.0341 
CABLE 3 0.0041 0.0093 0.0109 




In summary, the results of the FSV GDMtot comparison in Table 4.1 shows that the similarity 
between return loss measurements A and B selected at random from repeated measurements of 
the four cables is excellent using the FSV scale in Table 2.1 as they all fall below 0.1. This 
indicates that repeatable and sensible measurement practices were undertaken to allow further 
research analysis. 
4.1.2 Quantifying Experimental Repeatability using NEXT Measurement 
The NEXT comparison plots for repeated measurements A and B data obtained from the orange 
pair of cables 1 to 4 are presented in Figures 4.9 to 4.12. The FSV comparison plots for NEXT 
measurements A and B of cables 1 to 4 are presented in Figures 4.13 to 4.16.  The y-axis on 
Figures 4.13 to 4.16 represents the FSV quality, while the x-axis represents the frequency of 
operation at which the measurements were taken.  The result of the FSV NEXT comparison for 
cables 1 to 4 is shown in Table 4.2.  An analysis of the FSV GDMtot experimental repeatability 
results in Table 4.2 shows that cable 1 is 0.0463, CCA cable 2 is 0.1415, cable 3 is 0.0182 and 








cables is excellent as they all fall below 0.1. This indicates that repeatable and sensible 
measurements practices were taken. 
 
 




















Figure 4.11  Cable 3 NEXT comparison 
 
 















































In summary, the results of the FSV GDMtot comparison in Table 4.2 shows that the similarity 
between NEXT measurements A and B selected at random from repeated measurements of 
cables 1, 3 and 4 is excellent as they all fall below 0.1, while that for the CCA cable 2 is 0.1415 
(approximately 0.1) showing that it is very good using the FSV rating in Table 2.1. This 
indicates that repeatable and sensible measurement practices were undertaken to allow further 
research analysis. 
                         Table 4.2  Summary of the FSV experimental repeatability results for NEXT 
 
  ADMtot    FDMtot   GDMtot 
CABLE 1    0.0196    0.0380    0.0463 
CCA CABLE 2    0.0715    0.1082    0.1415 
CABLE 3    0.0058    0.0161    0.0182 









4.2 Quantifying Variations in Return Loss Measurements due To Handling Stress 
This section presents a method of evaluating cables physical reliability through their resilience or 
otherwise to ‘handling’ stress which is the basic process expected during installation or reuse.  
The method can be used to identify cables with the potential of high susceptibility or otherwise 
to handling stress expected during installation, particularly reuse operations.  The method 
involves evaluating cables measurements collected through a series of coiling-uncoiling tests to 
mimic handling stress anticipated during installation or reuse operations.  The FSV method and 
KS test are used to quantify the variations in measurements.    
The measurements procedure and terms discussed in section (3.3) is again presented here as 
follows: 
Measurement A: UTP cables used to form coils of about 30cm diameter and then stretched out 
before measurement  
Measurement B: UTP cables used for measurements A, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement  
Measurement C: UTP cables used for measurements B, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement 
The comparison plots of the return loss measurements for cables 1 to 4 with Category 6 standard 
limits [96] are shown in Figures 4.17 to 4.20 using the orange pair.  The plots in Figures 4.17 to 
4.20 shows that the return loss measurements of cable 1, cable 3 and cable 4 do not cross the 
Category 6 limits.  However, the return loss plots in Figures 4.18 for the CCA cable 2 shows that 
it crosses the Category 6 limits.  This shows that the CCA cable 2 has the potential of been 








     
 






















    
 













4.2.1 Application of FSV to Quantify Variations in Return Loss Measurement  
This section applies the FSV to quantify variations in return loss measurements due to the effects 
of handling as explained in section (3.3).  The aim is to quantify the variations in the return loss 
between the baseline which is the first test (measurement A) and third test (measurement C) for 
the four Category 6 cables to be evaluated.  The results of the analysis will help identify cables 
that have high resilience to handling stress with the lowest potential of susceptibility to 
degradation overtime or reuse. The FSV results of the return loss comparison between 
measurements A and C of the orange, green, blue and brown pairs for the four cables are 
presented in Tables 4.3 to 4.6.  
 
Table 4.3  FSV results of the return loss comparison of the orange pair for all the cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3279 0.4120 0.5812 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3917 0.4576 0.6645 
CABLE 3 0.3517 0.3881 0.5832 




Table 4.4  FSV results of the return loss comparison of the green pair for all the cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3355 0.4113 0.5903 
CCA CABLE 2 0.4374 0.5452 0.7686 
CABLE 3 0.3910 0.4290 0.6371 











Table 4.5  FSV results of the return loss comparison of the blue pair for all the cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3508 0.4568 0.6418 
CCA CABLE 2 0.4244 0.4502 0.6877 
CABLE 3 0.3601 0.4628 0.6359 




Table 4.6  FSV results of the return loss comparison of the brown pair for all the cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3337 0.4237 0.5998 
CCA CABLE 2 0.4239 0.4440 0.6745 
CABLE 3 0.3846 0.4349 0.6409 
CABLE 4 0.3804 0.4186 0.6265 
 
 
The FSV GDM results in Tables 4.3 to 4.6 between the baseline (measurement A) and the third 
test (measurement C) for cable 1 gave the least values of 0.5812 and 0.5998 for the orange and 
brown pairs respectively, while cable 4 gave the least values of 0.5854 and 0.5844 for the green 
and blue pairs respectively.  The FSV GDM results in Tables 4.3 to 4.6 indicates that cable 1 
(orange and brown pairs) and cable 4 (green and blue pairs) gave the least variations between the 
baseline (measurement A) and the third test (measurement C).  The FSV results in Tables 4.3 to 
4.6 therefore show that cable 1 and cable 4 gave the highest resilience to the stress the cables 








4.6 indicates that the CCA cable 2 gave the highest variations between the baseline 
(measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) for the orange, green, blue and brown pairs 
with values of 0.6645, 0.7686, 0.6877 and 0.6745 respectively.  The FSV results in Tables 4.3 to 
4.6 therefore showed that the CCA cable 2 gave the highest susceptibility to the handling stress 
by providing the highest difference between measurement A and C comparison for all pairs. 
The summary of the FSV comparison of return loss measurements A and C for cables 1 to 4 is 
illustrated with a chart in Figure 4.21.  
 
 
Figure 4.21  FSV return loss comparison chart for the four cables 
 
 
   
The summary of the above return loss analysis using the FSV is that cables 1 (orange and brown 
pairs) and cable 4 (green and blue pairs) gave the least variations between the baseline 








hand, the CCA cable 2 (all pairs) gave the highest return loss difference between the baseline 
(measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) as shown in Figure 4.21 validating their 
being widely recognized as a poor technical solution or substandard cables for data 
communication [12], [13].  The FSV results is also corroborated by the return loss plots in 
Figures 4.17 to 4.20 that showed only the CCA cable 2 crossing the Category 6 limits at some 
points.  However, the FSV results in Table 4.3 to 4.6 shows that the similarity between the 
baseline (measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) is fair for all the cables pairs.  This 
shows that the impact of the whole length coiling and uncoiling actions after the third test.  
However, since the three rounds of whole cable length coiling and uncoiling actions is a maximal 
case test, the cables performance is satisfactory, except for the CCA cable 2.  The presented 
analytical method using the FSV can help engineers/installers make objective decisions in the 
choice of cables; monitor changes in key performance parameters and enable them overcome the 
difficulties of doing this by-eye.  The KS tool will be used in the next section to determine 
whether the impact of the three handing stress tests on the cables is significant or not on the 
return loss. 
 
4.2.2 Application of KS Test to Quantify Variations in Return Loss Measurement 
This subsection applies the KS test to determine whether the handling stress test creates a 
significant difference or not on the return loss comparison between measurement A (baseline) 
versus measurement C (third test).  The KS test already discussed in section (2.4.2) uses the P or 
the test statistic D values to determine the significance or otherwise of the differences between 








(2.4.2).  The critical value (Dcrit) to be used as baseline for comparison with the test statistic D 
values was computed using equation (49) as follows:  
DCritical = k. √
N1+ N2
N1. N2
                                                                                                                  (61) 
N1 and N2 are the length of the data sets to be compared; k is 1.36 [77], [82] for a significance 
value (α) of 0.05 and N1 = N2
 
= 818.  Therefore, Dcrit = 0.067. 
The KS test results for each of the four pairs of cables 1 to 4 is shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 
for the test statistic value D and the P value.  The conditions for null hypothesis rejection or 
otherwise is stated below:  
If D > 0.067 or P < 0.05 means null hypothesis is rejected (significant difference) 
If D < 0.067 or P > 0.05 means null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted (no significant 
difference). 
The KS test results in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 indicates that cable 1 (orange pair, blue pair and brown 
pair), cable 3 (orange pair and green pair) and cable 4 (green pair) showed no significance 
difference between the baseline (measurement A) and third test (measurement C) comparison as 
their test P values is greater than 0.05 and D values is less than 0.067.  However, the CCA cable 
2 (all pairs) showed significant difference between measurement A and measurement C 









Table 4.7  D values of the return loss comparison A versus C for the four cables 
 
             A vs C 
          D  Value 
CABLE 1     CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
         Orange Pair 0.045 0.099 0.042 0.105 
         Green Pair   0.075 0.169 0.045 0.037 
         Blue Pair 0.065 0.084 0.138 0.075 




Table 4.8  P values of the return loss comparison A versus C for the four cables 
 
            A vs C 
          P  Value  
CABLE 1     CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
          Orange Pair  0.329 0.000 0.427 0.000 
          Green Pair  0.017 0.0001 0.327 0.585 
          Blue Pair  0.052  0.005 0.0001 0.017 
          Brown Pair  0.128 0.035 0.006 0.001 
 
 
The summary of the comparison of the return loss measurements A and C using the KS test for 










































The summary of the KS test results for return loss presented in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 is that 
cable 1 gave the best result between measurement A (first test) and measurement C (third test) 
comparison as it showed no significant difference in three of it pairs (orange, blue and brown) 
followed by cable 3 (orange and green pairs) as their P values are greater than 0.05 and D values 
are less than 0.067.  On the other hand, the CCA cable 2 provided the worst results as it gave a 
significant difference between measurement A and measurement C comparison for all the pairs 
as their P values are below 0.05 and D values greater than 0.067 as shown in Figure 4.22 and 
4.23.  The results obtained using the KS test corroborates the results of the FSV tool that the 
CCA cable 2 gave the worst output, validating their being widely recognized as a poor technical 
solution or substandard cables for data communication [12], [13].  
 
4.3 Quantifying Variations in Impedance Measurement due to Handling Stress 
This section uses the FSV to quantify the variations in impedance profile measurements due to a 
series of coiling and uncoiling tests used to represent handling stress on the UTP cables.  The 
measurements methodology used for the collection of the impedance profile due to handling 
stress have been discussed in sections (3.1) and (3.3).  Measurements procedure and terms are 
again presented in this section for easy reference as:  
Measurement A: UTP cables used to form coils of about 30cm diameter and then stretched out 
before measurement  
Measurement B: UTP cables used for measurements A, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement  
Measurement C: UTP cables used for measurements B, reused to form coils of about 30cm 








The impedance profile measurements for cables 1 to 4 using the orange pair are shown in Figures 
4.24 to 4.27.  A view of the graphs in Figures 4.24 to 4.27 shows that CCA cable 2 and cable 3 

















Figure 4.25  CCA Cable 2 impedance profile measurements  
 
 












Figure 4.27  Cable 4 impedance profile measurements  
 
 
4.3.1 Application of FSV to Quantify Variations in Impedance Measurement      
This section applies the FSV to quantify the variations in impedance profile measurements A 
(first test) and measurement C (third test).  The FSV results of the impedance profile comparison 
between measurements A and C of pairs 1 to 4 for the four cables are presented in Tables 4.9 to 
4.12.  The FSV GDM results in Tables 4.9 to 4.12 between the baseline (measurement A) and 
the third test (measurement C) for cable 1 gave the least values of 0.5479,0.4969 and 0.5462 for 
the green, blue and brown pairs respectively, while cable 3 gave the least value of 0.4872 for the 
orange pair.  The FSV results in Tables 4.9 to 4.12 therefore show that cable 1 gave the highest 
resilience to the stress the cables were subjected after the third test.  On the other hand, the FSV 
GDM results in Tables 4.9 to 4.12 indicates that the CCA cable 2 gave the highest variations 








brown pairs with values of 0.5886 and 0.6408 respectively, while cable 4 gave the highest 
variations for the green and blue pairs with values of 0.6570 and 0.6864 respectively. The FSV 
results in Tables 4.9 to 4.12 therefore showed that the CCA cable 2 and cable 4 gave the highest 
susceptibility to the handling stress by providing the highest difference between measurement A 
and C comparison for the aforementioned pairs. 
 
Table 4.9  FSV results of the impedance profile comparison of the orange pair for the four cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2977 0.3353 0.5101 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3493 0.4052 0.5886 
CABLE 3 0.2825 0.3314 0.4872 
CABLE 4 0.3227 0.3480 0.5287 
 
 
Table 4.10  FSV results of the impedance profile comparison of the green pair for the four cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3103 0.3745 0.5479 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3521 0.3790 0.5692 
CABLE 3 0.3413 0.3567 0.5490 










Table 4.11  FSV results of the impedance profile comparison of the blue pair for the four cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3137 0.3109 0.4969 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3211 0.3750 0.5546 
CABLE 3 0.3095 0.4080 0.5694 




Table 4.12  FSV results of the impedance profile comparison of the brown pair for the four cables 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3494 0.3359 0.5462 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3820 0.4395 0.6408 
CABLE 3 0.3321 0.3813 0.5661 




The summary of the FSV results for the comparison between impedance profiles measurements 














The summary of the impedance profiles analysis using the FSV is that cable 1 (green, blue and 
brown pairs) gave the least variations between the baseline (measurement A) and the third test 
(measurement C) as shown in Figure 4.28.  On the other hand, the CCA cable 2 (orange and 
brown pairs) and cable 4 (green and blue pairs) gave the highest return loss difference between 
the baseline (measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) as shown in Figure 4.28. 
However, the FSV results in Tables 4.9 to 4.12 shows that the similarity between the baseline 
(measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) is fair for all the cables pairs.  This shows 
that the impact of the whole length coiling and uncoiling actions after the third test.  However, 
since the three rounds of whole cable length coiling and uncoiling actions is a maximal case test, 








help engineers/installers make objective decisions in the choice of cables; monitor changes in 
key performance parameters and enable them overcome the difficulties of doing this by eye.  The 
KS tool will be used in the next section to determine whether the impact of the three handing 
stress tests on the cables is significant or not on the impedance profile.  
 
 
4.3.2 Application of KS Test to Quantify Variations in Impedance Measurement      
This section applies the KS tool to determine whether the impact of the handling stress tests on 
the cables is significant or not on the impedance profile comparison between measurement A 
(baseline) versus measurement C.  The critical value (Dcrit) to be used as baseline for comparison 
with the test statistic D values was computed using equation (49).  In this case, k is 1.36 [77], 
[82] for a significance value (α) of 0.05, N1 = N2
 
= 233 which gives Dcrit = 0.1260 on 
computation.  As stated in section (2.4.2), the null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted if 
the P values from the KS test are greater than the significance value (α) or the test statistic D 
values are less than the critical value (Dcrit) computed for the data sets and vice versa.  This can 
be explained as follows:  
If D > 0.126 or P < 0.05 means null hypothesis is rejected (significant difference) 
If D < 0.126 or P > 0.05 means null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted (no significant 
difference).  The KS tool results for each of the four pairs of cables 1 to 4 is shown in Table 4.13 








Table 4.13  D values of the impedance profile comparison A versus C for the four cables 
 
             A vs  C  
         D  VALUE  
CABLE 1     CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
         Orange Pair 0.082 0.052 0.064 0.077 
         Green Pair 0.073 0.069 0.069 0.060 
         Blue Pair 0.060 0.064 0.086 0.039 
         Brown Pair 0.047 0.090 0.064 0.060 
 
 
Table 4.14  P values of the impedance profile comparison A versus C for the four cables 
 
            A vs C 
          P  VALUE  
CABLE 1     CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
        Orange Pair 0.366 0.901 0.687 0.449 
        Green Pair  0.520 0.617 0.601 0.692 
        Blue Pair 0.754 0.690 0.322 0.983 




The summary of the comparison of the impedance profiles measurements A and C using the KS 
test for the four cables is illustrated with a chart for the test D values in Figure 4.29 and the P 
























The summary of the KS test as shown in Figure 4.29 is that the D values of all the pairs of the 
four cables are below 0.1260 as presented in Tables 4.13 and 4.14.  Similarly, the KS tool results 
in Figure 4.30 indicates that the P values of all the pairs of the four cables are greater than 0.05 
as presented in Tables 4.13 and 4.14.  This means that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is 
accepted and therefore the difference between the impedance profiles measurements A and C is 
not significant. 
 
4.4 Quantifying Variations in NEXT Measurements due to Handling Stress 
This section presents a method of evaluating cables performance parameters through their 
measurements. The method can be used to identify cables with the potential of high 
susceptibility or otherwise to handling stress expected during installation, particularly reuse 
operations.  The method involves evaluating cables measurements collected through a series of 
coiling-uncoiling tests to mimic handling stress anticipated during installation or reuse 
operations.  The FSV method and KS test are used to quantify the variations in measurements.    
The measurements procedure and terms are presented in section (4.2).  
The comparison plots of the NEXT measurements for cables 1 to 4 with Category 6 standard 
limits [96] are shown in Figures 4.31 to 4.34 using the orange and green pairs combination.  The 
plots in Figures 4.31 to 4.34 show that the NEXT measurements of all the cables do not cross the 








      
Figure 4.31  Cable 1 NEXT Measurements 
   
 
      

























4.4.1 Application of FSV to Quantify Variations in NEXT Measurement  
This section applies the FSV to quantify variations in NEXT measurements due to the effects of 
handling as explained in section (3.3).  The aim is to quantify the variations in NEXT between 
the baseline which is the first test (measurement A) and third test (measurement C) for the four 
Category 6 cables to be evaluated.  The results of the analysis will help identify cables that have 
high resilience to handling stress with the lowest potential of susceptibility to degradation 
overtime or reuse. The FSV results of the NEXT comparison between measurements A and C of 
the orange, green, blue and brown pairs for the four cables are presented in Tables 4.15 to 4.17. 
 
Table 4.15  FSV results of the NEXT comparison of the orange and green pairs combination 
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2254 0.4395 0.5343 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3830 0.4207 0.6294 
CABLE 3 0.4021 0.5207 0.7269 




Table 4.16  FSV results of the NEXT comparison of the green and blue pairs combination  
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2443 0.3821 0.5009 
CCA CABLE 2 0.2860 0.4962 0.6313 
CABLE 3 0.2323 0.3797 0.4881 











Table 4.17  FSV results of the NEXT comparison of the blue and brown pairs combination  
 
MEASUREMENT 
A vs C 
ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3543 0.4374 0.6190 
CCA CABLE 2 0.5783 0.7651 1.0537 
CABLE 3 0.2795 0.3954 0.5364 
CABLE 4 0.3956 0.5161 0.7221 
 
 
The FSV GDM results in Tables 4.15 to 417 between the baseline (measurement A) and the third 
test (measurement C) for cable 1 gave the least difference value of 0.5343 for the orange/green 
pairs combination, while cable 3 gave the least difference values of 0.4881 and 0.5364 for the 
green/blue and the blue/brown pairs combinations respectively.  The FSV results in Tables 4.15 
to 4.17 therefore show that cable 1 and cable 3 gave the highest resilience to the stress the cables 
were subjected to, after the third test.  On the other hand, the FSV GDM results in Tables 4.15 to 
4.17 indicates that the CCA cable 2 gave the highest variations between the baseline 
(measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) for the green/blue pairs and the blue/brown 
pairs combinations with values of 0.6313 and 1.0537 respectively.  The FSV results in Tables 
4.15 to 4.17 therefore showed that the CCA cable 2 gave the highest susceptibility to the 
handling stress by providing the highest difference between measurement A and C for two out of 
the three pairs combinations assessed.   
 
The summary of the FSV results for the comparison between NEXT measurements A and C for 









Figure 4.35  FSV NEXT comparison chart for the four cables 
 
 
The summary of the NEXT analysis using the FSV is that cable 1 (orange/green pairs 
combination) and cable 3 (green/blue and blue/brown pairs combinations) gave the least 
variations between the baseline (measurement A) and the third test (measurement C) as shown in 
Figure 4.35.  On the other hand, the CCA cable 2 (green/blue pairs and the blue/brown pairs 
combinations) gave the highest return loss difference between the baseline (measurement A) and 
the third test (measurement C) as shown in Figure 4.35.  However, the FSV results in Table 4.15 
to 4.17 shows that the similarity between the baseline (measurement A) and the third test 
(measurement C) is fair for all the cables pairs combinations, except the CCA cable that gave a 
poor difference for the blue/brown pairs combination.  This shows that the impact of the whole 
length coiling and uncoiling actions after the third test. However, since the three rounds of whole 








satisfactory, except for the CCA cable 2.  The KS tool will be used in the next section to 
determine whether the impact of the three handing stress tests on the cables is significant or not 
on the NEXT. 
 
4.4.2 Application of KS Test to Quantify Variations in NEXT Measurement 
This subsection applies the KS test to determine whether the handling stress test creates a 
significant difference or not on the NEXT comparison between measurement A (baseline) versus 
measurement C (third test).  The KS test already discussed in section (2.4.2) uses the P or the test 
statistic D values to determine the significance or otherwise of the differences between data sets 
comparison.  However, the P value is the main deciding factor as mentioned in section (2.4.2).  
The critical value (Dcrit) to be used as baseline for comparison with the test statistic D values was 
computed using equation (49).  In this case, k is 1.36 [77], [82] for a significance value (α) of 
0.05, N1=N2=250 which gives Dcrit = 0.1216. 
The KS test results for each of the four pairs of cables 1 to 4 is shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 
for the test statistic value D and the P value.  The conditions for null hypothesis rejection or 
otherwise is stated below:  
If D > 0.1216 or P < 0.05 means null hypothesis is rejected (significant difference) 
If D < 0.1216 or P > 0.05 means null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted (no significant 
difference). 
The KS test results in Tables 4.18 and 4.19 indicates that cable 1 and cable 4 (green/blue pairs 
combinations) and cable 3 (blue/brown pairs combinations) showed no significance difference 
between the baseline (measurement A) and third test (measurement C) comparison as their D 








showed significant difference between measurement A and measurement C comparison as their 
D values greater than 0.1216 and P values lower than 0.05. 
 
Table 4.18  D values of the NEXT comparison A versus C for the four cables 
 
              A vs C 
             D Value 
CABLE 1 CCA CABLE 2 CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
Orange and Green Pairs     0.2320         0.1960     0.4840   0.2920 
Green and Blue Pairs       0.0920         0.1281     0.2120   0.1200 




Table 4.19  P values of the NEXT comparison A versus C for the four cables 
 
               A vs C 
             P  Value  
CABLE 1  CCACABLE 2 CABLE 3 CABLE 4 
Orange and Green Pairs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Green and Blue Pairs  0.229 0.000 0.000 0.053 
Blue and Brown Pairs 0.000 0.000 0.327 0.002 
 
 
The summary of the comparison of the return loss measurements A and C using the KS test for 




























The summary of the KS test results for NEXT presented in Figures 4.36 and 4.37 is that cable 1, 
cable 3 and cable 4 gave the best result between measurement A (first test) and measurement C 
(third test) comparison as they showed no significant difference in one out of the three pairs 
combinations tested as their D values are less than 0.1216 and P values greater than 0.05.  On the 
other hand, the CCA cable 2 provided the worst results as it gave a significant difference 
between measurement A and measurement C comparison in all the three pairs combinations 
tested as their D values are greater than 0.1216 and P values are below 0.05 as shown in Figures 
4.36 and 4.37. 
 
4.5 Quantifying Variations in RLGC Parameters due to Handling Stress  
In this section, the effects of handling stress on the cable structure (RLGC) parameters of the  
four Category 6 UTP cables from different manufacturers already mentioned in previous sections 
was examined.  The RLGC parameters of the four Category 6 cables were obtained from their 
impedance profile measurements using the method explained in section (2.1.6) and equations 
(28) to (38).  To evaluate the RLGC parameters due to handling stress, the cables impedance 
measurements taken as explained in sections (3.1) and (3.3) was used as the cable impedance 
(Zo) in equations (35) to (38).  The measurements procedure and terms for the impedance 
profiles are hereby presented again as follows:  
Measurement A: UTP cables used to form coils of about 30cm diameter and then stretched out 
before measurement  
Measurement B: UTP cables used for measurements A, reused to form coils of about 30cm 








Measurement C: UTP cables used for measurements B, reused to form coils of about 30cm 
diameter and then stretched out before measurement 
 
The cables dimensions are: 
Cable 1: D=0.99 mm, d=0.57 mm 
CCA Cable 2: D=1.03 mm, d=0.57 mm 
Cable 3: D=0.96 mm, d=0.54 mm 
Cable 4: D=1.01 mm, d=0.57 mm 
D is the Distance between the centers of the two conductors and d is the diameter of the 
conductors. 
The cable material properties are: 
Relative permittivity of dielectric material (εr = 2.3) [97], [98] for polyethylene, 
Permittivity of free space (εo) = 8.8542 x 10
−12 F/m, 
Conductivity of conductor (𝜎𝑐) = 5.8 x 10
7S/m for copper [39], 
Permeability of conductor:μc = μo = 4π x 10
−7H/m [39], 
Permittivity of dielectric:ε = εo x εr [39]. 
 
The resistance per unit length using the orange pair measurements for cables 1 to 4 computed 
with equations (26) to (38) is presented in Figures 4.38 to 4.41.  A view of the plots in Figures 
4.38 to 4.41 shows that it is the only the CCA cable 2 that crosses the 4.2Ω/m point, others are 
















































4.5.1 Application of FSV to Quantify Variations in RLGC Parameters        
A view of Figures 4.38 to 4.41 shows that it is very difficult to evaluate the similarity between 
the RLGC parameters using the human eye.  This difficulty indicates the need for the use of the 
FSV to evaluate the RLGC parameters from the first and third handling impedance profile 
measurement tests.  An evaluation of the RLGC parameters of the first test (measurement A) in 
comparison with the third test (measurement C) using the FSV was therefore carried out to 
determine the effects of handling stress on the cable structures.  The FSV results of the 
comparison between the baseline (first test) and third test of the RLGC parameters of the orange 
and green pairs for the four cables examined are shown in Tables 4.20 and 4.21.  
An analysis of the FSV results in Tables 4.20 and 4.21 of the RLGC parameters for the first test 
(measurement A) and third test (measurement C) comparison of the orange and green pairs 
indicates that they follow the pattern of the FSV comparison results of the impedance profile 
measurements A versus C presented in Tables 4.9 and 4.10.  The RLGC computation for the blue 
and brown pairs was therefore discontinued.  The FSV results in Tables 4.20 and 4.21 indicate 
that the cable impedance has a great influence on the RLGC parameters by dictating their 
outputs.  The FSV results in Tables 4.20 and 4.21 shows that cable 1 gave the least variations 
between measurements A and C comparison, while the CCA cable 2 (orange pair) and cable 4 










Table 4.20  FSV RLGC comparison results for the orange pair of the four cables 
 
   RESISTANCE (R)  A vs  C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2977 0.3353 0.5101 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3493 0.4052 0.5886 
CABLE 3 0.2825 0.3314 0.4872 
CABLE 4 0.3227 0.3480 0.5287 
INDUCTANCE (L)  A vs C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2977 0.3353 0.5101 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3493 0.4052 0.5886 
CABLE 3 0.2825 0.3314 0.4872 
CABLE 4 0.3227 0.3480 0.5287 
CONDUCTANCE (G)  A vs C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2979 0.3354 0.5101 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3496 0.4045 0.5884 
CABLE 3 0.2815 0.3301 0.4854 
CABLE 4 0.3226 0.3481 0.5288 
CAPACITANCE (C)  A vs C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.2979 0.3354 0.5101 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3496 0.4045 0.5884 
CABLE 3 0.2815 0.3301 0.4854 















Table 4.21  FSV RLGC comparison results for the green pair of the four cables 
 
RESISTANCE (R)  A vs  C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3103 0.3745 0.5479 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3521 0.3790 0.5692 
CABLE 3 0.3413 0.3567 0.5490 
CABLE 4 0.3897 0.4432 0.6570 
INDUCTANCE (L)  A vs C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3103 0.3745 0.5479 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3521 0.3790 0.5692 
CABLE 3 0.3413 0.3567 0.5490 
CABLE 4 0.3897 0.4432 0.6570 
CONDUCTANCE (G)  A vs C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3112 0.3678 0.5402 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3522 0.3793 0.5694 
CABLE 3 0.3415 0.3561 0.5488 
CABLE 4 0.3895 0.4430 0.6568 
CAPACITANCE (C)  A vs C ADMtot FDMtot GDMtot 
CABLE 1 0.3112 0.3678 0.5403 
CCA CABLE 2 0.3522 0.3793 0.5694 
CABLE 3 0.3415 0.3561 0.5488 
CABLE 4 0.3896 0.4431 0.6568 
 
 
The summary of the FSV RLGC comparison results in Tables 4.20 and 4.21 indicates that it 
follows the same output pattern of the FSV impedance profile results in Tables 4.9 and 4.10.  It 
also indicate that cable 1 (orange pair) and cable 3 (green pair) gave the highest resilience to the 
series of handling stress tests.  On the other hand, the CCA cable 2 (orange pair) and cable 4 








4.5.2 Application of the KS Test to Quantify Variations in RLGC Parameters 
This section applies the KS tool to determine whether the impact of the handling stress tests on 
the cables is significant or not on the RLGC parameters (measurement A versus measurement C) 
comparison.  The critical value (Dcrit) was computed using equation (49).  In this case, N1 and N2 
are the length of the data sets to be compared; k is 1.36 [77], [82] for a significance value (α) of 
0.05 and N1 = N2
 
= 233 which gives Dcrit = 0.126.  As stated in section (2.4.2), the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted if the P value from the KS test is greater than the 
significance (α) or the test statistic value D is less than the critical value computed for the data 
sets and vice versa.  This can be explained as follows:  
If D > 0.126 or P < 0.05 means null hypothesis is rejected (significant difference) 
If D < 0.126 or P > 0.05 means null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted (no significant 
difference).  The KS test results for RLGC comparison between measurements A and C for the 
orange pair is shown in Tables 4.22 and 4.23 for the test statistic values D and P values, while 
that for the green pair is shown in Table 4.24 and 4.25.  The KS test RLGC results in Tables 4.22 
to 4.25 for the orange and green pairs shows that they follow the output pattern of the KS test 
results of the impedance profile for the green and orange pairs in Tables 4.13 and 4.14.  This 
indicates the influence of the cables impedances due to handling stress tests used in the 
computation of the RLGC parameters.  The results of the KS test in Tables 4.22 and 4.24 shows 
that the D values of the four cables are below 0.126.   Similarly, the KS test results in Table 4.23 
and 4.25 indicates that the P values of all the four pairs of the four cables are greater than 0.05 
meaning that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected or is accepted.  The results indicates that the 









Table 4.22  D values of the RLGC comparison of the orange pair for the four cables 
 
D  VALUE ( A vs C)  CABLE 1      CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
RESISTANCE (R)    0.082   0.052   0.064   0.077 
INDUCTANCE (L)    0.082   0.052   0.064   0.077 
CONDUCTANCE (G)    0.082   0.052   0.064   0.077 
CAPACITANCE (C)    0.082   0.052   0.064   0.077 
 
  
Table 4.23  P values of the RLGC comparison of the orange pair for the four cables 
 
P  VALUE ( A vs C)  CABLE 1     CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
RESISTANCE (R)    0.366   0.901   0.687   0.449 
INDUCTANCE (L)    0.366   0.901   0.687   0.449 
CONDUCTANCE (G)    0.366   0.901   0.687   0.449 
CAPACITANCE (C)    0.406   0.910   0.706   0.475 
 
   
Table 4.24  D values of the RLGC comparison of the green pair for the four cables 
 
D  VALUE ( A vs C)  CABLE 1      CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
RESISTANCE (R)    0.073    0.069    0.069   0.060 
INDUCTANCE (L)    0.073    0.069    0.069   0.060 
CONDUCTANCE (G)    0.073    0.069    0.069   0.060 












Table 4.25  P values of the RLGC comparison of the green pair for the four cables 
 
P  VALUE ( A vs C)  CABLE 1      CCA 
CABLE 2 
CABLE 3 CABLE 4  
RESISTANCE (R)    0.520    0.617     0.601     0.692 
INDUCTANCE (L)    0.520    0.617     0.601     0.692 
CONDUCTANCE (G)    0.520    0.617     0.601     0.692 




The summary of the KS test results in Tables 4.22 to 4.25 is that the difference between 
measurements A and C comparison for the RLGC parameters is not significant as the P values of 
all the cables are greater than 0.05 and D values are less than 0.126.  The KS test result shows 
that the effect of the series of handling stress tests on the cables is not significant on their RLGC 
parameters. 
   
                                                             
4.6 Summary of the Cables Measurements Assessment due to Handling Stress  
This section gives a summary of the measurements assessment results obtained due to handling 
stress in section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 for return loss, impedance profile and NEXT respectively.  
These are outlined as follows:  
Return Loss Measurement  
The return loss measurement assessment due to handling stress shows that cable 1 gave the best 
result between measurement A (first test) and measurement C (third test) comparison as it 
showed no significant difference in three of it pairs (orange, blue and brown) as their P values 








cable 2 provided the worst results as it gave a significant difference between measurement A and 
measurement C comparison for all the pairs as their P values are below 0.05 and D values greater 
than 0.067 (baseline).  
Impedance Profile  
The summary of the impedance profiles comparison between measurement A (first test) and 
measurement C (third test) is that the D values of all the pairs of the four cables are greater than 
0.05 and D values are below 0.126 (baseline).  This means that the null hypothesis cannot be 
rejected or is accepted and therefore the difference between the impedance profiles 
measurements A and C is not significant for all the pairs of the four cables. 
Near-end Crosstalk 
The summary of the KS test results for NEXT is that cable 1, cable 3 and cable 4 gave the best 
result between measurement A (first test) and measurement C (third test) comparison as they 
showed no significant difference in one out of the three pairs combinations tested as their D 
values are less than 0.1216 and P values greater than 0.05.  On the other hand, the CCA cable 2 
provided the worst results as it gave a significant difference between measurement A and 
measurement C comparison in all the three pairs combinations tested as their P values are less 













 Crosstalk Evaluation and Modeling Chapter 5
This chapter evaluates the NEXT predictions of the standard simple and advanced models 
explained in section (2.5) using the ANSI and average crosstalk parameters (constants) of three 
Category 6 UTP cables from different manufacturers.  The ANSI and average crosstalk constants 
are the limit line determinants in the models and will be used as starting points in the 
investigation of better crosstalk parameters in UTP cables using Category 6 cables as an 
example.  Crosstalk is caused by unwanted signal coupling between pairs in the same channel or 
cable bundle [8]. 
 
5.1 Near End Crosstalk Prediction using the Standard Simple Model  
This section evaluates NEXT using the standard simple model with the ANSI and average 
crosstalk constant obtained from the three Category 6 cables under examination.  The aim is to 
provide an improved crosstalk constant that can be used to predict NEXT in Category 6 cables 
using the standard simple model.  The crosstalk constant of each cable pair was obtained using 






                                                                                                  (62) 
where , ANEXT(f) is the measured crosstalk attenuation and f is the frequency in Hz. 
The simplified NEXT formula already given in section (2.5.2) is again presented [23], [89] as: 
NEXT(dB) = −10log10 (KNEXT𝑓
3
2⁄ )                                                                                        (63) 
The 𝑓
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The average crosstalk constant of each cable is presented in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1  Average crosstalk constants of the cables 
 
CABLE  𝐊𝐍𝐄𝐗𝐓 
       1            2.6755 x 10−16 
       2            1.5481 x 10−16 
       3            2.6872 x 10−16 




The plots of the comparison of the simulation of the standard simple NEXT using the ANSI and 
the average crosstalk constant limits of the cables as shown in Table 5.1 with measurements of 










Figure 5.1  Cable 1 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of  the standard simple model 




Figure 5.2  Cable 2 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of  the standard simple model 











Figure 5.3  Cable 3 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of  the standard simple model 




A view of Figures 5.1 to 5.3 shows that using the ANSI and average crosstalk limits of the cables 
with the standard simple model under predicts the NEXT measurements of the three cables.    
This indicates that there is need for an improved average crosstalk limit for use with the standard 
simple model in the NEXT prediction of the Category 6 cables. 
 
The method of curve fitting using the trendline [99] in MS Excel will be used to determine the 
equation of fit for the NEXT data in combination with the method of simplifying formulas for 
curve fitting given in [100], [101] to find a suitable KNEXT value for each pair measurements.  
The logarithm trendline was selected due to the nature of the data and the equation to be used in 
predicting it.  The NEXT formula in equation (63) above can be converted into the form y 
(NEXT measurements) and x (frequency) with KNEXT represented as K: 
𝑦 = −10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (K𝑥
3








y = −10log10K − 10log10𝑥
3
2⁄                                                                                                   (65) 
𝑦 = −10𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝐾 − 15𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑥                                                                                                     (66) 
Equation (66) needs to be expressed in the form: 
Y = B𝑥 + A       [100], [101]                                                                                                       (67) 
y = −15log10𝑥 − 10log10K                                                                                                       (68) 
𝐴 = −10log10K                                                                                                                          (69)         
For example, the orange and green pair’s measured data of cable 1 gave a trendline equation of 
the form: 
y = −8.561In(𝑥) + 218.71                                                                                                       (70) 
From equation (70),A = 218.71, this implies that: 
218.71 = −10log10K                                                                                                                 (71)    
Therefore, K= 1.345860 × 10−22 from equation (71). 
The process was repeated for each of the three pairs of cables 1 to 3.   The average KNEXT value 
of the three cables was computed to be (6.589889 × 10−19) and was taken to be the proposed 
crosstalk constant. 
 
The plots of the simulation of the standard simple NEXT model using a crosstalk limit of 
(6.589889 × 10−19) are shown in Figures 5.4 to 5.6.  The plot in Figures 5.4 to 5.6 indicates that 
the proposed crosstalk constant of (6.589889 × 10−19) gave an improved prediction of NEXT 












Figure 5.4  Cable 1 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the standard simple 
model using the proposed crosstalk constant 
 
                  
Figure 5.5  Cable 2 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the standard simple 

















Figure 5.6  Cable 3 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the standard 
simple model using the proposed crosstalk constant 
 
       
 
 
The graphs in Figures 5.1 to 5.6 validates the statement in literature [21], [22] that the standard 
simple models are not too accurate as they could not predict the peaks and dips often found in 
NEXT measurements which led to the formulation of the advanced crosstalk model.  The next 
section will therefore evaluate the advanced NEXT model.  
 
 
5.2 Near End Crosstalk Prediction using the Advanced Model  
The advanced NEXT model used in this research was formulated by adapting the approach for 
the advanced FEXT model presented in [22] and described in section (2.5.4).  The advanced 




























)]      (73)                                                        
The wavelength is given as 𝜆 =
c
𝑓.√εr
                (m)                                                                    (74) 
where, f  is the frequency in Hz, c is the velocity of light in vacuum and 𝜀𝑟 is the relative 
permittivity of the cables insulation material.  
KNORM = 3/40 for UTP cables [22], c = 299792458 m/s and 𝜀𝑟 = 2.3  [97]. 
 
The plots of the simulation of the advanced NEXT model given in equation (73) using the 










Figure 5.7  Cable 1 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced model using the 




Figure 5.8  Cable 2 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced model using the 












Figure 5.9  Cable 3 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced model 




An observation of the plots in Figures 5.7 to 5.9 shows that the simulation of the advanced 
NEXT model in equation (73) using the average crosstalk constant (all cables) gave a smooth 
curve that did not predict the peaks and dips of the measurements.  This indicates that there is the 
need for a modification in the cosine function of the NEXT prediction model in equation (73) 
above and an improved KNEXT constant.  The curve fit method using the MS Excel logarithm 
trendline and the equation of the advanced NEXT model will be used to determine the improved 
KNEXT and modification (M) required.  The advanced NEXT formula with the KNEXT (K) and 
modification (M) can be expressed as:  
NEXT(dB) = −10log10[K × 𝑓
3









)]                                          (75)                
Equation (75) can be expressed in the form of y and x to enable logarithm trendline curve fit as: 



















Simplifying the expression in equation (76) with the aim of obtaining the form  Y = B𝑥 + A  
given in [100], [101] for curve fitting data: 
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)                                    (78) 
To find K: 𝑦 = −10log10 (
3
40
K)                                                                                                (79) 






)                                                                      (80) 
Using cable 1 orange and green pair’s measured data as an example, the logarithm trendline 
equation in MS Excel [99] gave the equation of curve fit as:  
y = −8.561In(𝑥) + 218.71                                                                                                      (81) 
Linking equation (79) with equation (81) using the form:Y = B𝑥 + A, A =218.71. 
218.71 = −10log10 (
3
40
K)                                                                                                        (82) 
K=1.794480 × 10−21                                                                                                                  (83)           
Similarly, solving M in equation (80) with f=1MHz and λ as given in equation (74): 
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)                                                                          (87) 
M=1.850641 × 1014                                                                                                                   (88)     
The process was repeated for other pairs considered and the average K and M was determined as 








The average K=1.620455 × 10−17                                                                                             (89) 
The average M=7.437277 × 1014                                                                                               (90) 
The plots of the introduction of M with no M in the cosine function using the average crosstalk 
(KNEXT) limit for all the cables is shown in Figures 5.10 to 5.12 for cables 1  to 3.  The plots in 
Figures 5.10 to 5.12 indicates that the use of no M gave only a smooth curve across the 
measurements unlike the use of M that gave a curvy and wavy pattern typical of most NEXT 




Figure 5.10  Cable 1 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced model using the 










Figure 5.11  Cable 2 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced model using the 
average crosstalk constant with M and no M parameters 
 
 
Figure 5.12  Cable 3 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced model using the 









The plots of the simulation of the advanced NEXT model in equation (75) with the proposed 
crosstalk (KNEXT) parameters and M obtained from the average of the curve fitting process in 
equations (89) and (90) are shown in Figures 5.13 to 5.16 for cables 1 to 3.  The plots in Figures 
5.13 to 5.16 shows that the use of the proposed crosstalk parameters makes the simulation of the 
advanced NEXT model to imitate the pattern of the NEXT measurements which is a great 
improvement from the plots in Figures 5.7 to 5.9 without their use which gave only a smooth 
curve across the pairs.  It was also observed that any increase or decrease in this proposed 
crosstalk limit shows an under or over prediction of the NEXT measurements showing that is the 
most acceptable limit across all the pairs of the cables.  The FSV GDM comparison of the use of 
the average crosstalk constant (all cables) in the simulation of the advanced NEXT model in 
equation (75) is presented in Table 5.2 for cables 1 to 3.  The FSV GDM comparison of the 
proposed crosstalk constant in the simulation of the advanced NEXT model in equation (75) is 










Figure 5.13  Cable 1 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced NEXT model 





Figure 5.14  Cable 2 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced NEXT model 











Figure 5.15  Cable 3 NEXT measurements comparison with simulation of the advanced NEXT model 
using the proposed crosstalk constants 
 
 
Table 5.2 FSV GDM comparisons of the use of the average KNEXT (all cables) in the simulation 
of the advanced NEXT model  
Average KNEXT  
   (all cables)  
orange and green pairs green and blue pairs  blue and brown pairs 
CABLE 1  0.8638 0.8353 0.8851 
CABLE 2 0.9147 0.9370 0.9136 
CABLE 3 0.8158 0.8928 0.8850 
 
Table 5.3 FSV GDM comparisons of the use of the proposed KNEXT in the simulation of the 
advanced NEXT model  
Proposed 
KNEXT  
orange and green pairs green and blue pairs  blue and brown pairs 
CABLE 1  0.5892 0.4865 0.5974 
CABLE 2 0.5724 0.5887 0.5312 










The FSV GDM results in Table 5.2 indicates that the use of the average KNEXT (all cables) in the 
simulation of the advanced NEXT model shows a poor similarity between the NEXT predictions 
and measurements of all the pair combinations.  On the other hand, the use of the improved 
crosstalk constant results in Table 5.3 shows a fair similarity between predictions and 
measurements of all the cables pair combinations, which is expected as the crosstalk constant has 
been found to be unique in each pair combinations [21], [22]. 
 
In summary, the single proposed KNEXT for all the cables was obtained from the average of the 
curve fitting of each pair combination measurements.  It was observed during the evaluation that 
any increase or decrease in this proposed crosstalk constant shows a bad prediction of the NEXT 
measurements.  This shows that is the acceptable crosstalk limit for prediction across all pair 
combinations of the three cables from different manufacturers.  The single proposed crosstalk 
constant is an improvement on the use of the average crosstalk constant in spite of the diversity 
in the NEXT measurements of each pair combination.  The crosstalk evaluation and prediction 















 Reverse Engineering of Ethernet Cables   Chapter 6
Measurement 
This chapter presents the method of reverse engineering Ethernet cables impedance profile from 
return loss measurements using genetic algorithms as explained in section (2.3). These 
impedance profiles were obtained across the whole cable length using the S-parameters model 
and genetic algorithms as discussed in section (2.1.5) and (2.3).  Four Category 6 UTP cables 
from different manufacturers were considered for this research to enhance common optimization 
parameters for the cables.  The results were validated with HDTDR impedance profile 
measurement from the cable analyzer.  This method can thus be applied when there is the need 
for impedance profiles of cables to evaluate their physical integrity or performance before or 
after installation and only simple (magnitude) tests in the frequency domain are available and 
time domain tests are inaccessible. 
 
6.1 Reverse Engineering of Ethernet Cables Impedance Profile from Return Loss 
         Measurement 
 
This section presents a technique that can be used to predict the impedance profile of Ethernet 
cables from return loss measurement at short length intervals using the GA.   Four 30m length of 
Category 6 UTP cables from different manufacturers was considered for this process.  The cables 
are marked as cable 1, CCA cable 2, cable 3 and cable 4. Cables 1, 3 and 4 are common 
Category 6 UTP cables, while CCA Cable 2 is a Category 6 copper clad aluminum UTP cable.  
Return loss measurements from two pairs of each cable were considered for the impedance 








The impedance profile was extracted from the return loss measurement by applying the S-
parameters expression in equation (25).  The GA optimization process involves providing an 
objective structure and fitness for the GA to use in extracting the best possible impedance 





   
 
The fitness function is designed in such a way as to optimize the new S-parameters model in 
equation (25) and minimize the differences between predicted and measured return loss data 
used before extracting the impedance profile.  The fitness function is given in equation (91) 





2                                                                                                             (91) 
where, n is number of measured return loss points, S11m is the measured return loss, S11n is the 
predicted return loss from the new S-parameters model.  The flowchart of the GA parameter 














Figure 6.2  The flowchart of the GA impedance profile extraction process 
 
The GA process, its basic implementation and why it was selected in spite of the availability of 
other optimization algorithms like PSO and SA has been discussed in section (2.3.1.1).  The GA 
optimization process was implemented in MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) with the starting 
parameters based on the type of problem and the parameters often used in literature to solve such 
problems.  The starting parameters are: the population size of 233 due to the number of 
impedances to be extracted, selection: roulette due to explanations [61], [62], crossover: one 
point, mutation: uniform, mutation rate: 0.001 for a population size of more than 100 as 
suggested in [61].  For the initial population of the GA, a starting impedance range of 95Ω to 
105Ω usually expected from normal cables was selected.  The results of the aforementioned 
parameters gave a maximum MAPE of 1.2167%.  However, when the GA operators were 
changed to mutation: adaptive feasible, crossover: two point and crossover rate: 0.6, the 








range of 95Ω to 105Ω.  When the impedance range was reduced to between 97Ω and 103Ω, a 
further improvement of a maximum MAPE of 0.8486% was obtained.  A further reduction of the 
impedance range from 98Ω to 102Ω further reduced the maximum MAPE to 0.5955%.  After the 
98Ω to 102Ω impedance range was used, a further reduction in the impedance range did not 
produce any meaningful results.  The graphs of the comparison between measured and extracted 
impedance profile using the cascaded S-parameters and the GA are shown in Figures 6.3 to 6.6 
for cables 1 to 4 using the orange pair.  The graphs in Figure 6.3 for cable 1 showed slight 
differences at some points of no more than 0.5Ω between measured and extracted impedance 
profile.  The graph in Figure 6.4 for cable 2 shows some slight differences at some points with a 
maximum discrepancy between measured and extracted impedance of about 1.1Ω.  The graph in 
Figure 6.5 for cable 3 also shows slight differences at few points with a maximum discrepancy 
between measured and extracted impedace profile of about 1.2Ω.  The graphs in Figure 6.6 for 
cable 4 gave a maximum discrepancy of about 0.6Ω.  The Mean Absolute Prediction Error 
(MAPE) of the measured and extracted impedance profile comparison used for the four cables is 
shown in Table 6.1.  The MAPE in Table 6.1 shows that a reasonable and sufficient agreement 
has been achieved for all the cables considered with a maximum MAPE of  0.5955%.   
The graphs of return loss measurement with the S-parameters model simulation using the GA 
extracted impedance profile are shown in Figures 6.7 to 6.10 for cables 1 to 4.  The plot in 
Figures 6.7 to 6.10 shows a good agreement between measured return loss and S-parameters 









         
 

















Figure 6.5  Comparison of measured and extracted impedance profile for cable 3 
 
 
                    
Figure 6.6  Comparison of measured and extracted impedance profile for cable 4 
 






































Table 6.1  MAPE comparison between measured and extracted impedance profile  
 
           CABLES           MAPE 
CABLE 1 0.4221% 
CCA  CABLE 2 0.5799% 
CABLE 3 0.5955% 




This section has provided a technique that can be used to reverse engineer Ethernet cables 
impedance profiles from return loss measurement.  The impedance profiles were extracted using 
cascaded S-parameters and GA.  The method can thus be applied in situations where time 
domain tests are inaccessible or only simple (magnitude) tests in the frequency domain are 
available and there is the need for impedance profiles of cables to evaluate their performance or 
physical integrity before or after installation.  It is also useful where 'legacy' frequency domain 
data is the only thing that is available for reference results and there is no upgraded equipment to 
enable the evaluation of the impedance profiles of the cables.  














 Performance Parameters Prediction in Ethernet Chapter 7
Channels under Standardization 
This chapter provides analytical techniques that can be used to predict performance parameters 
in Ethernet channels under standardization using the 40GBASE-T specifications presented in 
section (2.2).  The analytical method presented is straight forward and is equally applicable to 
ongoing and future high data rate Ethernet cabling standardization such as the 2.5/5GBASE-T 
and 50/100GBASE-T.  The method can thus be used by cable designers in virtual tests during the 
standardization process and prototype design. 
 
7.1 40GBASE-T Channel Insertion Loss Modeling  
The 40GBASE-T channel insertion loss was modeled using the S-parameters method presented 
in section (2.1.4) and the insertion loss specifications in section (2.2.1).  The two channels 
selected for modeling are the 3m-24m-3m and 1m-10m-1m as specified by the 40GBASE-T 
Task Force in [35].  The 3m and the 1m are the patch cord lengths, while 24m and 10m are the 
cable lengths.  Cable and patch cord asymptotic impedance of 104.5Ω and 95.5Ω were 
considered as given in [35] for the 40GBASE-T channel modeling.  The insertion loss modeling 
results was validated with the 40GBASE-T channel predictions.  The S-parameters expression 
used to determine the insertion loss and return loss has been explained in section (2.1.4) and is 
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where, Zck  and Zr are the impedance of the cable or patch cord and reference impedance of the 
measurement equipment respectively in ohms, 𝑙  is the length of the cable  in meters and 𝛾𝑘 is the 
propagation constant. 
Ks = 2ZckZrcosh (𝛾𝑘l) + (Zck
2 + Zr
2)sinh (𝛾𝑘𝑙)                                                                   (93)    
   Zck = Za [1 + 0.055
(1−j)
√fk
]        (ohms)                                                                                    (94) 
Za is the asymptotic impedance of the cable.   
 The comparison of the insertion loss using the S-parameters and the 40GBASE-T predictions 
are presented in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.  The graphs in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 show good 
agreement between the S-parameters method and the 40GBASE-T.  The modeling results 
obtained indicates that further study can be conducted with this method.  
   
 
Figure 7.1  3m-24m-3m channel insertion loss comparison 
 
 
















7.2 40GBASE-T Channel Return Loss Modeling  
The 40GBASE-T channel return loss was also modeled using the S-parameters method in section 
(2.1.4) and the 40GBASE-T in section (2.2.1) following the process as explained in Section (7.1) 
for the 40GABSE-T insertion loss modeling.  Cable and patch cord asymptotic impedance of 
104.5 ohms and 95.5 ohms were considered as given in [35] for the 40GBASE-T channel 
modeling. The plots of the comparison between the S-parameters method and the 40GBASE-T 
are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 for 3m-24m-3m and 1m-10m-1m channels respectively.  




























The significance of the above research is that it provides a method that can be used to predict the 
insertion loss and return loss of different channel configurations allowed by the 40GBASE-T. 
The research provides engineers with tools to investigate channel behavior under different 
configurations which could be extended to other high data rate cabling and standardization. 
 
7.3 Effects of Defects on the Return Loss of 40GBASE-T Channel Configurations 
This section provides a guided simulation method that can be used to predict the effects of 
defects on two different 40GBASE-T channel configurations using periodic impedance changes.   
Cable and patch cords asymptotic impedance of 104.5 ohms and 95.5 ohms was considered for 
use as explained in section (2.1.4) and (2.2.1).  The channel configurations considered for this 
research are: 3m-24m-3m and 1m-10m-1m channels as given in [35].  The 3m-24m-3m channel 
has two patch cords of length 3m each, with a backbone cable of 24m, while the 1m-10m-1m 
channel has two patch cords of length 1m each, with a backbone cable of 10m.  The channels 
were simulated using periodic impedance changes of +5%/-5%, +10%/-10% and +15%/-15% 
over 100 cascaded S-parameters or segments of the backbone cable.  This means that the 
periodic impedance changes will be at 0.24m per segment for the 3m-24m-3m channel, while the 
periodic impedance changes will be at 0.1m per segment for the 1m-10m-1m channel.  The 
method was used to predict the effects of the maximum and minimum impedance tolerance 
levels often specified for Ethernet cables [96]  as +15%/-15% of  100Ω on return loss.  However, 
the example used in this research for illustration is an extreme case test of 100 periodic 
impedance changes along the whole length to be conducted in order to mimic the highest degree 









The plots of the return loss comparison for the 3m-24m-3m and 1m-10m-1m channels using 
impedance variations with the 40GBASE-T limits [96] are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 
respectively.  An analysis of the plot in Figure 7.5 for 3m-24m-3m channel shows that the return 
loss from the +15%/-15% crossed the 40GBASE-T limit at about 170MHz, followed by the 
+10%/-10% and the +5%/-5% impedance changes at about 180MHz and 200MHz respectively.  
Similarly, the graph in Figure 7.6 for the 1m-10m-1m channel shows that the return loss from the 
+15%/-15% was the first to cross the limit at about 370MHz, followed by the +10%/-10% 
impedance change at about 440MHz.  The return loss from the +5%/-5% impedance change 
shows that it crosses the limit at about 480MHz. 
 
The summary of the result is that for both the 3m-24m-3m and 1m-10m-1m channels, the 15%/-
15% percentage impedance change was the first to cross the limit followed by the other lower 
percentage impedance changes.  The results of the research also showed that the return loss from 
the longer channel (3m-24m-3m) first crossed the limit at about 170MHz,while the shorter 
channel (1m-10-1m) first crossed the limit at about 370MHz.  However, this is an extreme case 
test (100 periodic impedance changes) of 5% to 15% along the whole cable length which is not 
expected in most normal network situations.  It was conducted to mimic the highest degree of 
impedance variations within the tolerance levels that could occur after installation.  The method 






















This section has provided an analytical technique that can be used to predict performance 








defects on Ethernet channels using the maximum and minimum impedance tolerance levels often 
specified for them.  The analytical method can thus be used by cable designers in virtual tests 
during the standardization process and prototype design.  This technique will be also useful to 
cable engineers investigating performance parameters in ongoing and future Ethernet channels 
























 Conclusion and Future Work   Chapter 8
This chapter provides the conclusion to the research in this thesis and suggestions for future 
work. 
8.1 Research Summary and Conclusion 
The thesis provided a technique that can be used by cable professionals, installers and engineers 
to assess cable-key performance measurements before deployment that does not rely heavily on 
human subjective judgement and enables objective decisions in the choice of cables.  The 
assessment method included subjecting four Category 6 UTP cables from different 
manufacturers to three rounds of coiling and stretching out tests to mimic the highest degree of 
handling effects situations that could occur during or after installation.  This method can help 
engineers/installers determine which of the cables has the highest resilience or otherwise to 
handling stress.  The method can also help engineers monitor variations in key performance 
parameters which could not have been easy to do with the human eye. 
 
The research provided a technique that can be used to evaluate and model NEXT in UTP cables 
using the standard simple and advanced models.  The research evaluated the ANSI and average 
crosstalk constants of three UTP cables from different manufacturers.  The result of this analysis 
was used to provide improved crosstalk constants for fast NEXT predictions in Category 6 UTP 
cables.  The NEXT evaluation and modeling method presented in this thesis can be used by cable 









A technique that can be used to reverse engineer Ethernet cables impedance profiles from return 
loss measurement was also provided in this thesis report.  The impedance profiles were extracted 
using cascaded S-parameters and genetic algorithms.  This method is applicable in situations 
where time domain tests are inaccessible or only simple (magnitude) tests in the frequency 
domain are available and there is the need for impedance profiles of cables to evaluate their 
performance or physical integrity before or after installation.  It is also useful where 'legacy' 
frequency domain data is the only thing that is available for reference results and there is no 
upgraded equipment to enable the evaluation of the impedance profiles of the cables. 
 
Finally, guided simulation technique that can be used to predict key performance parameters in 
Ethernet channels under standardization was provided using cascaded S-parameters model.  The 
40GBASE-T was used as a sample to predict the return loss using specified impedance 
variations.  The method can be used by cable designers in virtual tests during the cable prototype 
design before their manufacture.  The guided simulation method is equally applicable to ongoing 
and future high data cabling and standardization such as 2.5/5 GBASE-T and 50/100GBASE- T.    
 
In conclusion, the research has meet all its aims and objectives by providing a set of analytical 
and forensic tools for Ethernet cabling to assist designers and those involved in deployment in 
analyzing cable performance and the reasons behind the actual performance obtained. 
 
8.2 Future Work  
Future work can be on investigating other methods of assessing cables key performance 








infrastructures in the mist of counterfeit and nonstandard compliant cables in the market.  
Extending the crosstalk evaluation and modeling method presented in this thesis report to higher 
categories of cables such as Category 7 and even Category 8 cables depending on the availability 
of test equipment will also be of value to engineers investigating crosstalk in data 
communication systems.  
Future work in extending the cascaded S-parameters method applied in the 40GBASE-T 
performance parameters prediction to ongoing and future high data cabling and standardization 
such as 2.5/5 GBASE-T and 50/100GBASE- T will also be of value to the body of knowledge.   
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